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ON SETS THAT ARE UNIQUELY DETERMINED BY
A RESTRICTED SET OF INTEGRALS

J. H. B. KEMPERMAN

Abstract. In many applied areas, such as tomography and crystallography,

one is confronted by an unknown subset 5 of a measure space (X, X) such

as R" , or an unknown function 0 < (j> < 1 on X , having known moments

(integrals) relative to a specified class F of functions f:X—*R. Usually,

these F-moments do not fully determine the object S or function <f>. We will

say that 5 is a set of uniqueness if no other function 0 < y < 1 has the same

F -moments as 5 in so far as the latter moments exist. Here, S is identified

with its indicator function.

Within this general setting and with no further assumptions, we develop

a powerful sufficient condition for uniqueness, called generalized additivity.

When F is a finite class, this condition of generalized additivity is shown to be

also necessary for uniqueness. For each 0 , which is not the indicator function

of a set of uniqueness, there exist infinitely many sets having the same F-

moments as 4>, provided (X, X, F) is nonatomic or regular and, moreover,

'strongly rich', a condition which is satisfied in many applications.

Using such general results, we also study the uniqueness problem for mea-

sures with given marginals relative to a given system of projections n : X —► Y■

(j € J). Here, one likes to know, for instance, what subsets S of X are

uniquely determined by the corresponding set of projections (J-ray pictures).

It is allowed that X(S) = oo . Our results are also relevant to a wide class of

optimization problems.

1. Introduction

Let X be a measurable space and k a fixed nonzero a-finite reference mea-

sure on X. All sets and functions below are assumed to be measurable. Sets

or functions which are equal a.e. [k] will be identified. A subset S of X can

be identified with the associated measure ps(B) = k(B n S) on X. Thus,

dps = lsdk, where the so-called indicator function ls(x) has the value 1 or

0, respectively, depending on whether x <= S or x $ S, respectively.
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1.1. For any function /: X —>R, the quantity df defined by

(1.2) df = df(S) = j fdps = j fdk,

is called a moment of ps or S, provided Js \f\dk < oo. If / = lB then

df ~ l*siB) = k(BC\S). If X = R with ordinary Lebesgue measure k then 5

may be regarded as an object of density 1 . Possible moments df(S) for this

case would be the different moments of inertia of the object 5 or else the mass

k(B <~)S) of S within certain sets B .

Let F he a given set of functions f:X—*R. The triplet (X, k, F) will

also be referred to as a system. For S as a subset of X, let F(S) be the set

of all / € F such that fs\f\dk < oo . We like to know what subsets S of X
are uniquely determined by its F-moments d¡-(S) is so far as these exist, that

is, in so far as f e F(S). This problem has been studied in detail for special

cases, see §2.8 for further references. The following definitions of uniqueness

go back to Fishburn et al. [3, 4]; Gutmann et al. [5] and Kemperman [11], who

largely restricted themselves to projection type problems, see §6 for a general

treatment.

1.3. Definition. We call 5 a weak set of uniqueness, relative to the system

(X,k, F ), if no others?/ T exists such that F(T) D F(S) and df(S) = df(T),

for all f e F(S). In many applications, one is only interested in sets 5 such

that F(S) = F , in which case F(T) D F(S) would mean that also F(T) = F .

Let M0 be the set of all functions ip: X —> R satisfying 0 < ip(x) < 1 , for

all x e X. We will be interested in measures p < k on X, that is, measures

of the form dp = cj>dk with <f> e M0 . Let F((p) denote the set of all f e F

such that ¡\fi\tpdk < oo. Thus, F(S) = F(ls) and F(0) = F . In many

applications each fi e F is A-integrable, that is F (I) = F , and then F(<p) = F

for all <(> e M0 , while F(S) = F for all subsets S of X .

A function <fr e M0 is said to be a uniqueness function (relative to the given

system (X, k, F)) if there exist no other <// e MQ such that F(\p) D F(<f>) and

df((/>) = dfip), for all fie F(<f>). Here, df(<p) is the moment defined by

(1.4) df(<p) = j ficbdk   when / e F (</>) .

Roughly speaking, 0 < <f> < 1 is a uniqueness function if there exist no other

0 < i// < 1 with the same .F-moments.

A subset 5 of X is said to be a set of uniqueness if tp = ls is a uniqueness

function. A weak set of uniqueness S can fail to be a set of uniqueness due to

the existence of a nonindicator function 4> e AMQ such that tj>dk has the same

moments as lsdk, relative to all / e F(S). See 2.11 for a simple example.

When F is empty or F = {0}, we say that F and (X, k, F) are trivial.

The system (X, k, F) is said to be singular (and regular, otherwise), if there

exists a subset D of X with k(D) > 0 such that f(x) = 0 a.e. [k] on D, for
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each f e F . When F is trivial this happens with D = X . For each such set D,

the moments dÂ<p) (f e F) remain unchanged when one arbitrarily modifies

the values <r3(x) (x e D), subject to 0 < cf> < 1 . Consequently, uniqueness

functions or (weak) sets of uniqueness can only exist when (X, k, F) is regular,

in particular, F must be nontrivial.

1.5. General additivity. Below, we introduce the notion of an 5-additive set or

function, relative to the given system (X, k, F). See [11] for a related notion

of additivity of degree s . A generalized additive set or function is one which

is s-additive for some choice of s . From Theorem 3.17, generalized additivity

is a sufficient condition for uniqueness. If F is finite or else dim F < oo then

generalized additivity is also a necessary condition for uniqueness, see Theorem

4.16. If H is any set of functions /: X —> R then H* denotes its linear span

and dim H = dim H* < oo the corresponding linear dimension.

1.6. Let s > 0 be an integer. A subset S of X is said to be a special s-additive

set (or also a special generalized additive set) if S is of the form

s

(1.7) 5 = (j!* e X: fq (x) = 0 for 0 < q < r; ffx) > 0},
r=0

for some choice of the functions fr e F(S)* (r = 0, 1, ... , s), such that

k(Z) = 0, where

(1.8) Z = {xeX: fr(x) = 0, for all r = 0, ..., s) .

The integer s and functions f e F(Sf are not unique.

A function <f> e AM0 is said to be an s-additive function (or also a generalized

additive function) if functions fir e F ((f))* (r = 0, ... , s) can be found such

that <p(x) =1 if x eS; further 0 < tp(x) < 1 for x e Z and <p(x) = 0 for

x <£ S u Z , while moreover F(tp) is Z-determining, (as is trivially true when

k(Z) = 0). Here, S and Z are again as in (1.7), (1.8). Choosing fs+x = f

this implies that <f> is also (s + 1 )-additive.

Here, a set H of functions /:I-»R is said to be Z -determining if there

does not exist any nonzero bounded function 6 supported by Z (that is, 6(x) =

0 when x £ Z), which is orthogonal to H, in the sense that / \fd\dk < oo

and / fiOdk = 0 for all f e H. Naturally, this is the same as H* being

Z-determining.

We will say that <j> is a special generalized additive function when by a

suitable choice of s and the fir e F(<pf (r = 0, ... , s) the above is true with

k(Z) = 0. This is the same as saying that <j> is the indicator function of a

special generalized additive set, as defined above.

It is not excluded that Z = X, equivalently, that f = 0 (r = 0, ... , s).

Naturally, in that case, F((f)) is required to be Y-determining. Functions

(ß e M0 of this type will also be said to be s-additive with s = -I . They

only exist when F itself is ^-determining. If all fi e F are A-integrable this
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would mean that each tf> e MQ is a uniqueness function, a rather uninteresting

situation as far as the present uniqueness problem is concerned.

A subset T of X is said to be s-additive if and only if its indicator function

(f) = lT is an s-additive function. This means that f e F(Tf (r = 0, ... , s)

can be found such S U Z d T d S while F(T) is Z-determining. Here, S

and Z are as above. If F(T) is Y-determining, one could choose f = 0 for

all r, in which case S is empty and Z — X .

1.9. Additive sets. A set 5 is said to be additive if f0, f+e F(Sf can be

found such that either S = {x e X: fifx) > 0} or S = {x e X: fifx) > 0}

and, moreover, f*(x) > 0 a.e. [k] on the zero-set {x e X: f0(x) = 0}.

Choosing fix = ±fi+ , we see that each additive set is also a special 1-additive

set; (the converse is false, see 3.13). In many applications, the above .re-

condition is trivially satisfied, because of the existence of a A-integrable function

f+ eF, (hence, f e F(S), for all S), such that f+(x) > 0 a.e. [k] on X .
If 1 e F and k(X) < oo then f* = 1 will do.

In special cases, an analogous but somewhat more restricted notion of addi-

tive set was employed by Krein and Nudel'man [14, 15]; Fishburn, Lagarias,

Reeds, and Shepp [3, 4]; see also [5, 11].

1.10. Remarks. As to (1.7), (1.8), if in the sequence {fQ, ... , fif one drops

those fir which depend linearly on the f with 0 < q < r, and thereby lowers

the value of s, then the associated sets S and Z remain unchanged. Hence,

assuming that s is minimal (as we may), it follows that the resulting set of

functions fir (r = 0, ... , s) is (A-essentially) linearly independent. Hence,

s < dim F , while each fr is not zero a.e. [k]. The case s = -1 (no remaining

function at all and Z = X) corresponds to the situation where F((f)) or F(S)

is Y-determining.

As was already mentioned, a sufficient condition for a set S to be a set of

uniqueness, or a function cb e M0 to be a uniqueness function, respectively,

is that 5 be a generalized additive set, or cb a generalized additive function,

respectively. On the other hand, we observed in 1.4 that there cannot exist any

uniqueness function if (X, k, F) is singular or even trivial. Hence, in this case

there cannot exist any generalized additive function either. And indeed in that

case it is impossible that F(cb) is Z-determining. After all, Z as defined by

(1.8) contains the set D in 1.4. Thus k(D) > 0, while each fie F vanishes a.e.

on D. Any bounded function 6 supported by D (and thus by Z) is orthogonal

to F and thus orthogonal to F((f)), showing that F(<p) is not Z-determining.

1.11. The case dim. F < oo. Let us now consider in more detail the situation

that m = dim F < oo, which occurs in many applications. Thus F* is spanned

by a finite set [fix, ... , fm) of (A-essentially) linearly independent functions.

For this important case, and with no further assumptions, Theorem 4.16 states

that in order that cb e M0 be a uniqueness function, it is not only sufficient but

also necessary that 4> be a generalized additive function.  That is,  0 must be
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s-additive for some s. In view of Remark 1.10, one can always achieve that

s < m - 1.

1.12. Part of the definition of s-additivity requires that F ((f)) be Z-determining

with Z as in (1.8), as is trivially true when k(Z) = 0. Suppose k(Z) > 0 and

further (for the moment) that each fi e F is A-integrable. Then (f> remains

s-additive (and thus a uniqueness function) when one arbitrarily modifies the

values (f>ix) (x G Z), subject to 0 < cb < 1 . Hence, in this situation there

exist many uniqueness functions \p e MQ which are not indicator functions.

If m = dim F < oo and F(0) is Z-determining with A(Z) > 0, then the

restriction k to Z must be purely atomic with a finite number k of atoms,

1 < k < m. Moreover, the restriction of F(«/3) to Z has its dimension equal

to k.

1.13. Next, consider the case that (Y, k) is nonatomic and further dim F < oo.

In view of the latter remark, F(«/j) can be Z-determining only when A(Z) =

0, (thus, the case s = -1 in 1.6 never occurs). Consequently, qb e MQ is

a uniqueness function if and only if it is of the form 4> = ls with S as a

special generalized additive subset of X ; (that a uniqueness function must be

an indicator function is also easily seen directly, see Lemma 4.4).

As a corollary, we have that the empty set is a set of uniqueness if and only if

there exist one or more linearly independent (nonzero) functions fi0, ... , fs e

F*, such that Z defined by (1.8) is a A-null set, and that further the first

nonzero element in the sequence {fQix), ... , fifx)} is strictly negative, for

almost [k] all x e X . Similarly, for S = X to be a set of uniqueness, except

that now we only allow fr e F(Y)*, that is, each fir must be a finite linear

combination of A-integrable functions frjeF.

1.14. Finally, consider the case that (Y, k) is nonatomic and dim F < oo

while, moreover, each nonzero f e F satisfies kiZf) = 0, where Zf = {xe

X: fix) = 0}. Under these conditions, Theorem 4.11 asserts that a function

0 < cb < 1 is a uniqueness function if and only if cb is an indicator function

çb = ls with S of the form S = {x e X: fifx) > 0} and fi0 as a nonzero

member of F(S')* , hence fifi0)+dk < oo .

For instance, under the assumptions stated, the empty set is a set of unique-

ness if and only if fi* > 0 (a.e. [k]) for some f+ e F*. Similarly, S = X is

a set of uniqueness if and only if the latter f* can be chosen as a finite linear

combination of A-integrable functions f. e F.

Theorem 4.11 admits many applications. The property k(Zf) = 0 is often

satisfied, for instance, when X is an open subset of R" supplied with Lebesgue

measure k and, moreover, each fi e F is analytic on S. Another important

special case, where Y is a real interval and F is spanned by a Tchebycheff

system, goes back to Ahiezer and Krein [1]; Karlin and Studden [7]; Krein and

Nudel'man [14, 15].
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1.15. Richness. In §5, given qb e MQ , we investigate the possibly empty collec-

tion of sets S such that dps = lsdk has the same F-moments as dp = qbdk.

For each qb e M0, let AMfqb) consis*. of all ip e M0 satisfying F (ip) d F (qb)

and

Í fiipdk= ( f(f)dk,    for all fie F (cb) = ifeF:   (\f\qbdk<oc

In particular, çb e Mfqb). Thus, 0 is a uniqueness function if and only if

Mf<t>) = W • For S as a subset of X , we put MfS) = Mflf. Thus, S is a
weak set of uniqueness if MQ(S) contains no indicator function lT other than

15 . And S is a set of uniqueness if MfS) = {ls}.

We will say that the system (X, k, F) is rich if each set M0((f>) contains

at least one indicator function. And k-rich if for each nonindicator function

(f) e M0 there are at least k different sets T such that lT e Mfcb). Here,

1 < k < +00 is fixed. Equivalently, (X, k, F) is /c-rich if Mfqb) contains at

least k distinct indicator functions, for each çb e M0 not of the form cb = 1 s.

with 5 as a set of uniqueness. Hence, /c-rich implies 1-rich which is the same

as rich. If (X, k, F) is 2-rich then each weak set of uniqueness is also a set

of uniqueness.

If (Y, k) is a finite discrete space and F is nontrivial then (X, k, F) cannot

possibly be rich, simply because X has only finitely many different subsets. On

the other hand, (X, k, F) is always rich when dim F < oo and (Y, k) is non-

atomic, as follows easily from Lyapunov's theorem, see 5.2.

1.16. Definition. The system (X, k, F) is said to be strongly rich if, for each

choice of qb e M0 and the subset D of X with k(D) > 0, there exists a

nonzero bounded function 8 on X which is supported by D and, moreover,

is orthogonal to F(çb), see (5.6). Equivalently, k(D) > 0 implies that F(qb) is

not D-determining, (see 1.6). Obviously, this property is maintained when F

is replaced by a smaller set.

If (Y, k, F) is strongly rich and, moreover, regular then it must be non-

atomic. If (X, k, F) is strongly rich and nonatomic then also (X,k,G) is

strongly rich, whenever G is contained in the linear span of F and finitely

many other functions, see 5.8. Since (X, k, {0}) is trivially strongly rich, this

implies that (X, k, F) is strongly rich as soon as (X, k) is nonatomic and

dim F < oo .

In a different context, the notion 'strongly rich' (under a different name)

already occurs in Kingman and Robertson [13]. The above terms 'rich' and

'strongly rich' were first used in Gutmann et al. [5].

1.17. Suppose (Y, A, F) is strongly rich. Then the set of extreme points of

Mfqb) coincides with the set of indicator functions lT e Mfqb), see Propo-

sition 5.9. Therefore, in order that (X, k, F) be /c-rich, it is necessary and

sufficient that Mfqb) have at least k extreme points, for each choice of the

nonindicator function qb e MQ. The major result here is the useful Theorem

5.15. It asserts that (Y, A, F) is oo-rich when (X, k, F) is strongly rich and
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nonatomic and, moreover, each f e F is X-integrable. It should be stressed that

this result is very much built on ideas already present in Kingman and Robert-

son [13] and Gutmann et al. [5]. It has important consequences, see Theorems

5.20 and 6.23.

1.18. Reconstructing a set from its projections. Let (X, k) be a tr-finite measure

space and let n = {n, ; j e J) be a given nonempty system of mappings n] : —>

Yj where Y is a measurable space. §6 is devoted to applications of the previous

results to measures p on X with given ^-marginals np ij e J). For each

qb € M0, let M00iqb) be the set of all \p e M0 such that dp = ipdk has

precisely the same 7t-marginals as dp, = qbdk. If M0Q(qb) = {qb} then qb will

be said to be a n-uniqueness function. That is, qb e MQ is uniquely determined

by {7ijp,; j e J). A subset 5 of Y is said to be a set of ^-uniqueness if

qb = ls isa ^-uniqueness function.

1.19. In general, it is a very difficult problem to characterize the class of all

7t-uniqueness functions. In 6.10, we discuss the class of so-called special gener-

alized additive sets S. Each member of this class is a set of 7t-uniqueness and

most known examples of a set of 7r-uniqueness do belong to this class. Here,

a special generalized additive set is defined in the usual way (see 1.6) in terms

of finitely many functions fir : X —» R (r = 0, ... , s), each of which is a finite

sum of functions gAn^) on Y, where gy. Y. —» R must be such that

J \gji7tjX)\kidx)<oo.

1.20. For any fixed 1 < k < oo, we say that (Y, k) is k-rich relative to it

when M00iqb) contains at least k distinct indicator functions, for all qb e MQ

not of the form qb = 1 s with S as a set of 7t-uniqueness. When k = 1 we also

speak of (Y, k) as being rich relative to n . It implies that all ^-uniqueness

functions (if any) must be indicator functions.

We say that (Y, k) is strongly rich relative to n if, for each subset D of Y

with 0 < kiD) < oo, there exists a nonzero bounded function 6 supported by

D, such that the signed measure dn = 9dk satisfies n 7/ = 0, for all j e J .

Each of the above richness properties is preserved when replacing the system

71 = {n,< J € /} by a derived (or induced) system x = {x ; j e J) where

x. : X -* Z,  is of the form  x ¡ = o¡n¡ with er: Y¡ -» Z,, for all  j e J ; see
7 7 J J    J J        J J J

6.25.

1.21. The central Theorem 6.23 states that if (Y, k) is strongly rich relative

to n then (X, k) is nonatomic and oo-rich relative to n; in particular, any

n-uniqueness function is an indicator function. And similarly when n is replaced

by any derived system x.

1.22. As was shown in [5, 11], the measure space (X, k) is strongly rich relative

to n in the important situation, also occurring in tomography, where Y =

R"  with  k as any absolutely continuous measure (relative to  «-dimensional
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Lebesgue measure mn), while n = (nj ; j e J) consists of finitely many central

projections. We do allow the center Pj of 7t to be a point at infinity, in which

case nj is to be interpreted as a parallel projection along lines of direction P..

This setup admits many different derived systems x = {x = a¡n¡ ; j e J), for

instance, x = {xx, ... , xn) with t.jc = x as the 7th coordinate of x 6 R"

(j = 1, ... , n). See 6.35 for related results in the literature.

1.23. Optimization. The results of the present paper are also relevant to the fre-

quently occurring optimization problem, where one tries to maximize Q((p) =

¡hqbdk, with qb: X -+ R as an arbitrary function satisfying 0 < qb < 1

and, moreover, any finite or infinite number of prescribed moment conditions

/ fiqbdk = df (fi e F). An additional condition, that dp = qbdk have given

marginals iijP = Uj (j e J), can also be expressed as a set of such moment con-

ditions, see 6.36. The notion of a generalized additive set or function leads to

sufficient conditions in order that an optimal function qb be the only one. These

conditions are also necessary when F or dim F is finite. If qb: X —► {0, 1} is

an indicator function then the function qb is often described as a 'bang-bang''

control. In particular, the above richness conditions lead to sufficient conditions

in order that there exists at least one or even infinitely many optimal bang-bang

controls. See 2.22, 4.27, 5.20, and 6.25 for further details.

2. Definitions and basic results

In the sequel, Y is a fixed measurable space supplied with a nonzero cr-finite

reference measure k. All subsets of Y and functions on Y , considered below,

are assumed to be measurable. Functions on Y (or subsets of Y) which are

equal a.e. [k] will be identified. The indicator function of a subset S of Y

is denoted as ls . Thus, ls(x) = 1 or 0, respectively, depending on whether

x e S or x e Sc = X/S, respectively. Sometimes, as will be clear from the

context, the symbol 1 denotes the function fifx) = 1 on Y. Unspecified

integrals extend over all of Y. Let further

(2.1) AM0 = {all qb: X -> R such that 0 < qb(x) < 1  (x e X)} ,

thus ls e M0 for all 5. The class of all measures dp = qbdk with qb e MQ

is denoted as M. Equivalently, M is the class of all measures p on X such

that p < k .
We are interested in functions ip : X —► R that are uniquely determined by

bounds a(x) < ip(x) < b(x) together with certain moments / gipdk (g e G).

Introducing

h(x) = b(x)-a(x);    qb(x) = (w(x)-a(x))/h(x);     F = {gh:geG) ,

the problem largely reduces to a study of functions qb e M0 which are uniquely

determined by the associated collection of moments ¡fiqbdk  (f e F).
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2.2. With H as any set of functions /: Y —► R, let M0[H] denote the convex

set

(2.3) Mü[H]={qbeM0:  j \fi\ qbdk < oo for all fie h\ .

¡il
To each qb e MQ[H], we associate the //-moment point cH(qb) e R defined

by

(2.4) cH (qb) = {df (qb):fieH),    where df (qb) = f fi<f>dk.

The set of all such points

(2.5) CH = {cH(qb):<t>eM0[H]}

will be referred to as the II -moment space. Hence, CH is a convex subset of

RH such that 0 = cH(0) e CH . For 5 as a subset of Y, we write dps = lsdk

and cH(S) = cH(ls).

2.6. All the following considerations are relative to the system (X, k, F) with

F as a fixed collection of functions /: Y —> R. If desired, one may assume

that 0 e F . Given qb e M0 , let F(qb) be the subset of F defined by

(2.7) F(qb) = {feF: J\f\(f)dk <oc}.

For instance, F(0) = F. If F(qb) is empty or F(qb) = {0} then F(qb) is said

to be trivial. A desirable property is that F((p) = F holds for all qbe MQ. This

happens if and only if each / e F is A-integrable.

For any subset H of a linear space, let H* = span H denote the linear span

of H (over the reals). It should be noted that F*(qb) might be strictly larger than

F(cb)*. For instance, it might happen, that the finitely many nonzero a e R

and fij e F are such that /1 YV cxjfj\qbdk < oo, though / \fij\qbdk = oo for all
j. This is the main reason we did not assume that F is a linear set, (which

would simplify some arguments and would imply that 0 e F). If desired, one

may assume without any real loss of generality that F is invariant under scalar

multiplication.

Clearly, (2.3), (2.5) are equivalent to

M0[H]={qbeM0:F((f>)DH}    and   CH = {cH (qb) : qb e MQ ;  F (qb) D H} .

For each qb e MQ, let c(qb) = cG(qb) e R , where G = F(qb). This 'moment'

point c(4>) represents the values of all the existing moments which dp = qbdk

happens to have relative to the different functions fi e F .

2.8. Let 0 € MQ and dp = qbdk. An important role is played by the associated

convex set

(2.9)

M0((P) = i[ipeM0:F(^)DF((f));  jfi¥ dk = jfiqbdk,  if f e F (qb)\ .
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Further M(p) will denote the set of all corresponding measures du = \pdk;

ip e Mfqb). Letting G = F(qb), the set AMfqb) thus consists of all y/ e MQ such

that, the G-moment point cG(ip) eR is well defined, (that is, F(ip) D F(qb)),

and moreover coincides with the G-moment point c(qb) = cG(qb).

Equivalently, Mfqb) consists of all 0 < i// < 1, such that J\f\ipdk < oo

and J ftpdk = ¡fqbdk, for each f e F such that f\f\(j)k < oo, (identifying
functions ip equal a.e. [k]). The smaller the set F(qb) the larger Mfqb). For

instance AMfqb) = M0 if and only if F(qb) is trivial. Obviously, p e M(p) and

qb e Mfqb). Often one assumes that 1 e F(qb) and then all measures v e M(p)

have the same finite total mass u(X) = p(X). It is important to note that

ip e M0 iqb)    implies   AMQ (</3) Dl0(|/) .

After all, suppose x e Mfip). Then Fix) AAb F(\p) D F(4>) and moreover, if

f e F(qb) then / fix dk = ¡ fi\p dk = j fiqbdk, hence, x € AMfqb). If qb e MQ is
the indicator function qb = ls of a subset S of Y , we also write c(5) = c( 1 s)

and F(S) = F(ls), further MfS) = Mflf and M(S) = Mips).
For certain special cases, the following notions of uniqueness (see Definitions

2.10 and 2.11) were already studied by Carrington [2]; Fishburn et al. [3, 4];

Gutmann et al. [5]; Karlin and Studden [7, Chapter 8]; Kemperman [11, 12];

Ahiezer, Krein, and Nudel'man [1, p. 70; 14, 15, Chapter 7]; Kuba and Volcic

[16, 18] and Lorentz [17]. In the older literature [1, 7, 14, 15], the space Y is

usually a real interval with Lebesgue measure while F is the linear span of a

fixed Tchebycheff system on Y .

2.10. Definition. Let qb e AMQ and dp = qbdk. We will say that qb is a

uniqueness Junction (relative to the system (Y, k, F)) when Mip) = {p},

equivalently, when Mfqb) = {qb} .

Equivalently, 0 < qb < 1 is a uniqueness function if for any other 0 < \p < 1 ,

there exists fi e F such that / \f\qbdk < oo and either / \f\ipdk = oo or else

jfipdkfffiqbdk.
Roughly speaking, qb is a uniqueness function if qb is completely determined

by 0 < qb < 1 together with its associated moment point ciqb). The point

ciqb) represents all the moments d fqb) — / fqbdk (fe F) in so far as these

moments exist, (see 2.6).

The condition Mfqb) = {qb} would be impossible if Mfqb) = M0 , as happens

precisely when F(qb) is trivial. In particular, when F itself is trivial then the

system (X, k, F) does not admit any uniqueness function at all.

Here is an example of a uniqueness function qb which is not an indicator

function. Suppose (Y, k) has an atom 7" = {x0}, thus, k(T) > 0, and let F

be the linear span of fx = 1 and f2 = 1T . Futher choose qb(x) = 0 for x f x0

and 0 < 4>(xf < 1 .

2.11. Definition. Let S be a subset of Y. We will say that S is a set of

uniqueness (relative to the system (X, k, F)) when qb = ls is a uniqueness

function. Equivalently, MAS) = {1,.} . Equivalently, no other measure ipdk,
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with 0 < ip < 1, has precisely the same moments as dps = lsdk relative to

each / e FiS), that is, each fi e F such that ¡s \fi\dk < oo.
We will call S a weak set of uniqueness if AMfS) contains no indicator

function 1T other than 1 s . Equivalently, no other measure of the special

form dpT = Ijdk has precisely the same moments as dps = lsdk relative

to each / e F(S). Roughly speaking, no other subset F of Y has the same

F-moments as S.

As a simple example, choose X = {u, v} with p = k({u}) and q = k({v}),

such that p , q > 0 and p ± q . Let further F = {1} . Then S = {u} is a weak

set of uniqueness which is not a set of uniqueness. The latter because there exists

a nonindicator function qb e AMQ such that qbdk has the same mass p as lsdk.

Namely, define qb(u) = 1 - q/p and qb(v) = p/p , where p > max(p, q) > 0.

2.12. Remarks. In order that the empty set 0 be a set of uniqueness, it is

necessary and sufficient that there does not exist any nonzero qb e MQ which

is perpendicular to F, in the sense that ¡\f\qbdk < oo and / fiqbdk = 0, for

all f e F and, hence, for all f e F* = span F. It suffices that F* contains

a function f+>0, (that is, such that fi+(x) > a.e. [k]). Similarly, Y itself

is set of uniqueness if and only if there exists no nonzero qb e MQ such that

¡fqbdk = 0 for all A-integrable functions f e F. Hence, in order that X

itself be a set of uniqueness, it is at least necessary that the empty set be a set of

uniqueness. It would be sufficient that F1" > 0 with F1" as a linear combination

of A-integrable functions fi e F , (as happens when 1 e F and k(X) < oo).

For the moment, suppose that 1 e F and further that each fi e F is k-

integrable, in particular, k(X) < oo. Choose qb e AMQ and put qbx = 1-0,

thus, qbx e M0 . As is easily seen, AMfqbf = {1 — \p: \p e AMfqb)}. Therefore, qb

is a uniqueness function if and only if qbx is a uniqueness function. Similarly,

letting qb = ls , a subset S of Y is a (weak) set of uniqueness if and only if

its complement 5' = X/S is a (weak) set of uniqueness.

In general, the larger the set F(qb), the easier it is for qb to be a uniqueness

function. At first reading, the reader may prefer to think only of the case

F(qb) = F. Namely, by allowing that F(qb) is a proper subset of F, some of

the arguments below become more subtle. On the other hand, the assumption

that F(qb) = F, for all qb e M0 (such as qb = 1) seems unnecessarily severe,

since it is equivalent to the strong assumption that each f e F be A-integrable.

As an illustration, in the present setup, it is possible that tp e Mfqb), (thus

Mfqb) D Mfip), see 2.9), while simultaneously qb £ Mfip), thus, Mf\p) is a

proper subset of AMfqb). This happens precisely when F(qbA) is a proper subset

of F(\p), (and hence of F). In such a situation, it is even conceivable that

M0iw) = {>p} ■ Thus, even when qb itself is not a uniqueness function, it is

not excluded that some other \p e AMfqb) happens to be a uniqueness function.

Similarly, even when S is not a weak set of uniqueness, it is conceivable that

AMfS) contains another indicator function 17 , such that F is a weak set

of uniqueness, (necessarily with F(T) strictly larger than F(S), as would be
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impossible when F(S) = F). The following result will not be needed futher on

but has a clear interest of its own.

2.13. Lemma. Let S be a subset of X and put G = F (S). Then in order

that S be a set of uniqueness, it is necessary that the corresponding moment

point c(S) = cG(S) be an extreme point of the moment space CG, (see (2.4)

and (2.5)).

2.14. Proof. Let qb = ls and G = F(S). Suppose that

c (S) = cG (qb) = acG (0, ) + ( 1 - a) cG (02) ,     where 0 < a < 1 ,

and qbx , qb2e M0 satisfying F(qb{ ) r\F(qb2) D G. Letting \p = aqb{ + ( 1 - a)qb2,

one has ip e MQ ; F(ip) d G and cG(<p) = cG(qb). But S is a set of uniqueness,

hence, ip = qb = ls having its values in {0, 1} , therefore, 0, = qb2 = ls (both

a.e. [k]), showing that cG(qbx) = cG(qb2).

By the way, a similar proof shows that cG(qb) = acG(qbx) + ( 1 - a)cG(qb2) with

0 < a < 1 ; F((p) c F(qbf) n F(qb2) and 0 is a uniqueness function, can only

happen when also 0, and 02 are uniqueness functions.

2.15. Some natural questions would be as follows.

(i) Exactly when is a given qb e M0 a uniqueness function? If not, what can

be said about the "size" of the set of measures M(p), (where dp = qbdk), such

as its total variation diameter?

(ii) Suppose that 1 e F. Let S be a subset of Y with k(S) < oo, that

is, 1 e F(S), and let qb = ls. If S is not a set of uniqueness, one would be

interested in the size of the convex set M(S) (of measures p e M having the

same F-moments as S). For instance, one would like to know more about the

quantity

e (S) = i sup {||i/ - ps\\ : v e M(S)} = i sup j| \xp - 0| dk: xp e M0 (5) J .

Here, || • || stands for total variation distance. Since 1 e F(5), each ip e MfS)

satisfies ¡iqb - \p)dk = 0, hence,

(2.16) e(5) = sup | j (1 - i//) dk: ip e M0(S)\ .

Note that e(S) = 0 if and only if S is a set of uniqueness. A small value of

e(S) would indicate that the set S, (regarded as a measure qbdk with 0 e Mf),

is at least nearly determined by its associated moment point cG(S) ; that is, by

the moments / fqbdk = ¡s fidk, one for each fi e F such that ¡s \fi\dk < oo .

(hi) Let pe AM, that is, dp = qbdk with qb e M0. For 6: X -► R as a given

(measurable) function, how can one calculate or approximate a quantity of the

type

(2.17) Lid) = L(d,p) = infi      Qdv: v e M ip)Y]

Here, we take  L(0) = -oo as soon as /min(0, 8)du = -oo  for some v e

Mill).
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2.18. As to question (hi), where dp = (f)dk is given, note that 6 > f-(fi-6)+ ,

(with z+ = max(z , 0)). Here,

jfidu = jfidp   and    j (fi-8)+dv< j (fi-8)+dk,

when / e F(qbf and v e M(p), (that is, du = ipdk with \p e Mfqb)). It

follows that

(2.19) L(d) > sup ||/dp - I (f - 8)+ dk: f e F (0)*} .

Writing fi = 6 + (f - 9)+ - (8 - f)+ , this is equivalent to

(2.20) sup | Í 0(0- y/) dk: <p e M0(qb)\ = j8qbdk-L(8)

<inf|I' (8 - fi)+qbdk + |"(/- 0)+(l - 0) dk: fie F (0)*| .

Suppose 0 e M0 is of the form 0 = 1^ and further that 1 e F and k(S) < oo,

thus 1 eF(S). Then (2.15) and (2.19), with 8 = ls, yield that

(2.21) e(S) <infi j (l-fi)+dk +j f+dk:fieF(S)*^,

where Sc = X/S. Sufficient conditions in order that (2.19), (2.20), (2.21) hold

with the equality sign follow from results in [8, 9, 10]. In a subsequent paper,

we hope to give a detailed discussion of problems (ii), (hi) as well as concrete

applications to the uniqueness problem.

2.22. Optimization. Uniqueness problems of the above type may arise as fol-

lows. Let F be any set of functions /: Y -> R, let further df (f e F) be

given real numbers and consider the convex set

(2.23) Md = ¡ipe M0:   Í \f\ tp dk < oo ;  Í fipdk = df,  for all / € F j .

We will assume that AM is nonempty. If M = {0} then qb would be unique-

ness function relative to (X, k, F), (having F(qb) = F). One is often inter-

ested in

(2.24) p(A) = sup| ihtpdk: ip e AMd (h)

where M  (h) = lip e M :   / \h\ \p dk < oo > ,

with h : X —» R as a given function. Suppose that this supremum is finite and,

moreover, is assumed by some 0 e M (h) ; sufficient conditions for this can be

found in [8, 9]. Such functions will be said to be optimal. Let AM denote the

class of all optimal functions. Natural questions would be:

(i) Does M   contain any indicator function ('bang-bang' control)?
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(ii) Is the optimal qb unique? If not, how serious is this nonuniqueness?

These problems fit in the previous framework, but with F replaced by

(2.25) Fh = FD{h}.

Let M0 h(qb)  denote the class AMfqb), as defined in (2.9), but taken relative

to (X, k, Ff instead of (X, k, F). Observe that, for qb e M* , all moments

¡fiqbdk (f e Ff) exist and are independent of the particular choice of 0. That

is, Ffqb) = Fh and MQ fqb) = M  . Equivalently, if qb e AM* then

ipeMQ:   f\f\ipdk<oc; í fiy/dk= Í fiqbdk,  for all fie Fh\ = M* .

Let qb e M . Question (i) above thus simply asks whether or not MQ fqb) does

contain any indicator function. And (ii) above asks whether or not M0 fqb) =

{qb}, that is, whether or not 0 is a uniqueness function, this time relative to the

system (Y, k, Ff), (see 2.10). Problems of this nature are extensively studied

in the subsequent sections.

3. Generalized additive sets

Here, we use the notations of §2. Thus (Y, k) is a given tr-finite measure

space and F a given set of functions fi: X —> R. The linear span of a set

H of functions is denoted as H* . Terms such as 'almost all' or 'a.e.' are

always relative to k. In the present section, we develop sufficient conditions

for qb e MQ to be a uniqueness function. In the sequel, F1" : X —► R denotes

a variable function such that fi*(x) > 0 on certain subsets of Y. In many

applications, fi^(x) = 1  is admissible.

3.1.    Definition. A (measurable) subset S of X will be said to be an additive

set (relative to F or the system  (X, k, F)) if the following hold.   Here, as

usual, one identifies sets which differ only by a set of A-measure zero.

(i) The set 5 is of the form

(3.2)     either 5= {x e X: fiQ(x) > 0}    or else   S = {x e X: fi0(x) > 0} ,

for some fi0 e F(Sf . Recall that F(Sf is the linear span of F(S) = {f e

F: ¡s \fi\dk < oo}. Let D = {xeX: fifx) = 0}.

(ii) There exists f* e F(S)* such that fi+(x) > 0, for almost [k] all x e D,

with D as above. This would be trivially true when k(D) = 0.

3.3. Remarks. If the set F is linear then condition (i) requires precisely that

S be of the form (3.2), with fi0 e F such that ¡(f0)+dk < oo, showing that

the above definition is not as circular as it may seem at first sight. Here, z+ =

max(0, z). In many applications, each fie F is A-integrable and then F(S) =

F , for all S. Often all sets 5 satisfy (ii), simply because of the existence of a

strictly positive A-integrable function f* e F, (thus, fi* e F(S), for all S).

For instance, fi* = 1 will do if k(X) < oo and 1 e F .
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For important special cases, an analogous notion, of additive set or function,

was already studied by Krein and Nudel'man [14; 15, p. 240], Carrington [2],

Fishburn, Lagarias, Reeds, and Shepp [3, 4]. See Kemperman [11, 12] for

related results.

The terminology "additive" arises from F(S)* being the linear span of F(S).

In many applications, the latter set is quite small, (e.g., finite or countable). Ob-

serve that the above additivity implies that 0 = ls attains each of the suprema

(3.4)

sup I / f0ipdk: ip e M0(S)\ = sup I / f0ipdk: 0 < \p < 1 \

= J(fi0)+dk = JsfiQdk.

Here, fQ e F(Sf is as in condition (i). The following Lemma is a straightfor-

ward generalization of some known results, see [3, 11].

3.5. Lemma. An additive set S is always a set of uniqueness.

3.6. Proof. Let S be additive as in 3.1 and consider \p e M0(S). Thus 0 <

i// < 1 and ¡ fy/dk = ¡flsdk, each side being finite, for all / e F(S)*.

Choosing f = fi0, one has ¡ f0(ls-<t>)dk = 0. From (3.2), the latter integrand

is everywhere nonnegative, implying that qb(x) = ls(x) a.e. [k] on DC = X/D,

where D = {x e X: ffx) = 0}. We are ready when k(D) = 0. If not then

by (ii) there exists F1" € F(S) such that j*(x) > 0 a.e. [k] on D. Similarly

as above, one has ¡ f*~(ls - <j>)dk = 0 thus ¡Df^(ls - qb)dk = 0. In view of

(3.2), the latter integrand has a constant sign showing that 0(x) = l5(x) a.e.

[k] also on D .

3.7. Remarks. It is clear from the proof that an additive set S, depending on

f0 , fi+ e FiS)* as in 3.1, is already a set of uniqueness relative to (Y, k, H)

with H as the tiny set H = {fiQ, F*"} , (often with   F1" = 1).

Suppose 5 is of the form (3.2) with fQ e FiS)* and, moreover, that 1 G F

and A(S) < oo, thus 1 e FiS). In this case, another proof would be to show

that the right-hand side of (2.21) equals zero. In the second case (3.2), this

follows by choosing / = pfi0 with p > 0 large. Then / e FiS)* while fi < 0

on Sc, hence, the second integral (2.21) equals zero. Further, f0>0 on S,

hence, (1 - pf0)+ —> 0 on S, as p —<• oo , hence, the first integral (2.21) tends

to zero (by the bounded convergence theorem, since k(S) < oo). At least when

k is finite, (thus, A(SC) < oo), a similar proof applies to the first case (3.2), this

time choosing fi = I + pfi0 with p > 0 large.

3.8. Illustration. Take Y = R and let k be Lebesgue measure on R. Let m be

a fixed positive integer and choose F = P2m as the linear set of all (real-valued)

polynomials / on R of degree < 2m. Let I2m denote the collection of all

subsets S of R which are unions of at most m finite intervals, including the

empty set.
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If S contains an infinite interval (such as S = X) then F(S) = {0}, thus

AMfS) = AM0 , showing that 5 cannot possibly be a set of uniqueness, hence, S

is not additive either. Using this remark, it is easily seen that a subset S of R is

additive if and only if it is a bounded set of the form S = {x e X : f0(x) > 0} ,

with /0 as a nonzero polynomial of degree < 2m ; (and one can choose fi* = 1

in Definition 3.1). Equivalently, a subset S of R is additive if and only if

S e Z2m . Hence, from Lemma 3.5, each S e Z2m is a set of uniqueness. For

each such set S, one has 0 = ls a.e. as soon as 0 < qb < 1 and

(3.9) Í xJ4>(x) dx= Í xJ dx   for all 0 < ;' < 2m ;

(or all 0 < / < 2/c if S is the union of k < m intervals). Conversely, it is also

true that any uniqueness function 0 < 0 < 1 must be of the form qb = ls with

■S G Z2m. This assertion is a consequence of results in Krein and Nudel'man

[15, pp. 238-242], Karlin and Studden [7, p. 235], and also follows from much

more general results in §4, see Remark 4.13.

3.10. Definition. Let qb e MQ and put G = F(qb). Let s be a nonnegative

integer. We will say that 0 is s -additive if, for some choice of f e F* (r =

0, ... , s), the following properties (i), (ii) are true. Here,

(3.11)

S = {x e X: fiq (x) = 0 for 0 < q < r; ff (x) > 0; for some r = 0, ... ,s};

T = {x e X: fq(x) = 0 for 0 < q < r; fi(x) < 0;  for some r = 0, ... ,s};

Z = {xeX: fifx) = 0forall0< r < s} .

Thus, S, T, and Z are disjoint with union X .

(i) We have 0(x) = 1 for almost all x e S and 0(x) = 0 for almost all

xgF.

(ii) Moreover, G = F(qb) is a Z -determining set (of functions). Which is

the same as G* being Z-determining. The present condition (ii) is trivially

satisfied when k(Z) = 0.

In general, if H is any set of functions /: X —► R and Z a subset of

X, we will say that H is Z -determining if a function \p e M0[H], which

is supported by Z , is completely determined by the set of moments / ftp dk

(f G //). Equivalently, y/(x) = 0 a.e. [k] as soon as ip: X —» R is a bounded

function satisfying

\p(x) = 0   forx^Z;   Í \f\ tp dk < oo, ffiy/dk = 0,     for all / G H.

3.12. In the special case that G is Y-determining we will also regard each

0 G M0 to be s-additive with s = -1 . In this case, choosing s = 0 and

fi0 = 0 e F(S)*, the function 0 is also 0-additive. In general, s-additivity

implies (s + l)-additivity, as can be seen by choosing f  , = fis.
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A subset S of X is said to be an s -additive if its indicator function 0 = ls

is s -additive. The associated integer s and functions f0, ... , fs e F(S)* need

not be unique. We will say that the set S is a generalized additive set if it is s-

additive for some integer s > -1 . Similarly for generalized additive functions.

3.13. Of special interest is the case k(Z) = 0. Here, condition (ii) above is

trivially satisfied while qb = ls is an indicator function. An s-additive set, such

that k(Z) = 0 for the associated set Z, will be called a special s-additive set

(or also a special generalized additive set). The situation k(Z) = 0 occurs in

3.10 if and only if the functions f0, ... , f5 e F(qbf are such that fifx) = 0

for all 0 < r < s implies that fifx) ¿ 0, (a.e. [k]).
In particular, each additive set is a special l-additive set. Namely, let f0,

fi+ e F(S) be as in Definition 3.1 and choose s = 1 and /, = cf* in 3.10, c

as a nonzero constant. This leads to the additive set S = {fifx) > 0} or S =

{fifx) > 0}, respectively, depending on whether c > 0 or c < 0, respectively.

If k({f0(x) = 0}) = 0 then the additive set S on hand would even be 0-

additive. As to the converse, there are examples (see 3.22 and 6.35) of special

l-additive sets S which are not additive. In such a situation

S = {x G Y : fQ (x) > 0 or fQ (x) = 0 ; /, (x) > 0} ,

where k ({x e X: fQ(x) = fix (x) = 0}) ,

(fi0,fix G F (S)*). Moreover, D = {x G Y: /0(x) = 0} satisfies k(D) > 0 and

fx(x) must take both signs on D.

3.14. Remark. In certain important applications, the class F is determined

by a given collection of mappings n . : Y —► Y, (j G J). Typically, F is then

chosen as the (nonlinear) set of all functions /: X —> R of the special form

fix) = gji^jX), where j e J and g. : Y. —» R, see §6 for details. In the papers

[3, 4, 5, 11] it is further assumed that k(X) < oo, thus, 1 e F(S), while there

a set S was said to be additive if it is of the form S = {x e X: f0(x) > 0} , for

some fi0 G F (S)*. In [11] we introduced the notion of a set S being additive

of degree < s. This means that fir G F (S)* (r = 0, ... , s) can be found,

such that x e S if and only if, either fifx) = 0 (r = 0, ... , s) or else there

exists 0 < r < s such that fifx) = 0 for 0 < q < r and fifx) > 0. Choosing

fis+x = I e F(S), we see the additivity of degree < s in the sense of [11] implies

(s + 1 )-additivity in the present sense (with the associated set Z as the empty

set).

3.15. Remark. Let G = F(qb) and Z be as in 3.10, with G as a Z-determin-

ing set. Consider for the moment the case that the dimension k of {fz : fi e

G*} is finite, (with fiz as the restriction of /: Y —> R to Z). Then, as is easily

seen, G being Z-determining means precisely that the measure k restricted to

Z determines a measure space consisting of precisely k atoms, to the effect

that each (measurable) function on Z is the restriction fy of some f e G*.

For instance, k = 0 if and only if k(Z) = 0. Moreover, 0 < k < oo implies
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that (Y, k) must have atoms. In particular, if (Y, k) is nonatomic and F

is finite then a generalized additive function qb must be special. That is, one

must have k(Z) = 0 for the associated set Z , implying that qb is an indicator

function. This would also follow from Theorem 3.17 and Lemma 4.4.

3.16. Remark. For the moment, suppose that each / G F is À-integrable.

Thus, F(y/) = F for all 0 < ip < 1. Choose fi e F* (r = 0,...,s) such that

the associated set Z as in (3.11) has positive A-measure. Suppose further that

F is Z-determining, as happens when sufficiently many functions supported by

Z are equal to the restriction of some fi e F*. In such a situation, \p: X —►

[0, 1] is s-additive as soon as ip(x) = 1 (x G S) and ip(x) = 0 (x G F),

whatever the values 0 < y/(x) < 1 (x e Z). Here, S and F are defined by

(3.11). In view of the following Theorem 3.14, any such y/ is also a uniqueness

function. However, most of these functions y/ are not indicator functions.

As a trivial example, if Y = {x0} and F = {1} then F is Y-determining so

that each qb e MQ is s-additive with s = -1 . Choosing s = 0 and f0 = 0 e F*,

we see that each 0 G M0 is also 0-additive with associated set Z = X.

As another illustration, let Y = R with Lebesgue measure k. Let further F

consist of all functions /: Y —► R that are linear for x > 0, and arbitrary for

x < 0. Then, with c as any positive constant, 0 G M0 is 0-additive (and thus

is a uniqueness function) as soon as 0(x) = 1 for 0 < x < c and 0(x) = 0 for

x > c, whatever the values 0 < 0(x) < 1 with x < 0. After all, choose s = 0 ;

F0(x) = 0 for x < 0 and fifx) = c - x for x > 0, thus, Z = (-oo, 0). It is

obvious that F(0) is Z-determining.

3.17. Theorem. In order that qb G M0 be a uniqueness function it is sufficient

that 0 be a generalized additive function. Similarly, a generalized additive set

S is always a set of uniqueness.

3.18. Proof. Let qb e M0 be s-additive as described in 3.10, involving func-

tions fir e G* (r = 0, ... , s), where G = F(qb). The case s = -1 is triv-

ial, (for, then each qb e AMQ is a uniqueness function), thus, let s > 0. Let

y/ G Mfqb) be fixed, thus, 0 < y/ < 1  and further

(3.19) f\f\y/dk<oc   and     Í fi(y/ - qb) dk = 0,     for all fi e G*.

In particular since fieG*,

(3.20) j fr(x)(qb(x)-yj(x))k(dx) = 0,

(r = 0, ... , s). It must be shown that y/ = qb, (a.e. [k]). For r = 0, ... , s,

put

Qr = {x G Y: fq (x) = 0 for 0 < q < r ; fi (x) + 0} ;

Zr = {x e X: fiq(x) = 0 for 0 < q <r}.

Note that X is the disjoint union of Q0, ... , Qs and Zs = Z . From 3.10, if

x e Qr then 0(x) = 1  or 0 depending on whether fifx) > 0 or fifx) < 0,
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respectively. Thus, the integrand in (3.20) is nonnegative on Qr and equals

zero on Qr+X U• ■ • UQsUZ = Zr, (r = 0, ... , s). Taking r = 0, it follows that

yz - qb — 0 on Q0 . Afterwards, taking r = 1, one obtains that y/ - qb = 0 on

Qx and so on. In this way, we see that y/ - 0 = 0 on ß0 U ■ • ■ U Qs = Zc and it

only remains to show that y/ - qb = 0 also on Z . But this follows immediately

from (3.19) and the fact that G* is Z-determining, (see 3.10).

3.21. Remark. Suppose that S is a special generalized additive set. Thus,

s > 0 and f0, ... , fs e F(S)* can be found such that S is of the form (3.11),

while, simultaneously, k(Z) = 0 for the associated set Z . It follows that -S is

a special generalized additive set (and, thus, a set of uniqueness) also relative

to the usually much smaller system (X, k, H) with H = {f0, ... , fs} . In

particular, 0 = ls as soon as qb e M0 satisfies / | fr\qbdk < oo and / fir4>dk =

¡sfidk  (r = 0,...,s).

3.22. Illustration. The following is an example of a set S of uniqueness which

is not additive (as defined in 3.1; see 6.35 for a related result). In fact, S will

be chosen as a special l-additive set of the form

(3.23) S={xgY:/0(x)>0}u{xgY:/0(x) = 0; /, (x) > 0} .

Here, fi0, fix e F(S) will be such that Z = {x G Y: fifx) = fifx) = 0}
satisfies k(Z) = 0. Namely, choose Y = (-1, +oo) with Lebesgue measure

k. Let further F be the linear span of the two functions ux(x) = x(l - x) ;

u2(x) = x if x < 0 and u2(x) = 0 if x > 0. Now choose f0 = u2 and

fix = ux . Then S as defined by (3.23) takes the form S = (-1,-1-1) while

the associated setZ = {0, 1} indeed satisfies k(Z) = 0. Each uj is integrable

on S thus F(S) = F. It follows that S = (-1, +1) is l-additive, hence, S

is a set of uniqueness. This presently means that 0 = ls is the only function

0 < 0 < 1 on (-1, oo) which satisfies

j    x(l -x)qb(x) dx =-2/3; Í   x2qb(x) dx = 1/3 .

We claim that S is not additive (relative to (X, k, F)). For, otherwise, either

(-1, +1) = {x eX: g(x) > 0} or else (-1, +1) = {x G Y: g(x) > 0} (up to a

set of measure zero), where g: Y^R isoftheform g(x) = bx(l—x)+cu2(x),

with b and c as constants. But u2(x) = 0 for x > 0, while g must change

sign at x = 1 , hence, b > 0. Since u2(x) = x = o(x), for x < 0, it would

follow that, for x < 0 small, g(x) sa bx, thus, g(x) < 0 and we have a

contradiction. This construction is easily modified so as to yield, for any s, an

example of an s-additive set which is not (s - l)-additive.

3.24. Remarks. By the way, it follows from the results in §4, see also 1.13, that

in the present example every set S of uniqueness must be of the form (3.23)

with fi0, fie F(S) such that fi f 0 and k(Z) = 0, (possibly /, = yff . The
empty set 5 = 0 is presently not a set of uniqueness, since F = (0, 3/2) has

the same F-moments as S.
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The set S = (-1, +1) remains a nonadditive set of uniqueness even when

one replaces F by the linear span of f* = 1, ux, and u2. Note that the

nonadditive set of uniqueness S is of the limit of the additive set

Sp = (-l, -p)U(0, 1) = {xg X: pux (x) + (l - p)u2(x) >0}    asp 10.

As a related feature, it is even possible that a sequence {Sn} of additive sets

converges to a limiting set S which is not even a set of uniqueness. Namely,

Fishburn et al. [3] showed that this can happen for the subset X = [0, l]3 of

R with Lebesgue measure k, while F consists (say) of all bounded functions

of the form f(x) = ]C,-//(•*/) ■ in feet, f°r this choice of (X, k, F), it was

shown that the set S = {x G Y: x3 > max(x,, x2)} is not a set of uniqueness,

though S is the limit of {x e X: x" -x" -x" > 0} as n —► oo.

4. The finite dimensional case

As usual, we identify functions on Y which are equal a.e., (relative to k).

It is useful to visualize the a-finite measure space (Y, k) as being decomposed

into a discrete part (determined by a finite or countable number of atoms) and

a nonatomic part. Either part could be empty.

If H is any set of functions on Y and Z is a subset of Y , then dim(H\Z)

will denote the dimension of the linear span of {h_: h e //}, with hz as the

restriction of /i to Z. We also write dim H = dim(H\X), thus, dim// =

dim H*. Let further N = N(k\Z) < +oo denote the largest number of disjoint

subsets of Z , each of positive A-measure. Thus, N = 0 if and only if k(Z) =

0, while 1 < N < oo if and only if (Z , k) is purely atomic with precisely TV

atoms. In all other cases N = oo. Clearly, dim(H\Z) < N(k\Z) < oo, for all

H.

4.1. Throughout §4, we restrict ourselves to the case that F if finite. Presently,

letting m = dim F = dim = F* , the span F* of F is of the form

(4.2) F* = {f = axux(x) + ... + amum(x) ;»,,... , am G R} ,

with ui e F and the w/. : Y —► R as (A-essentially) linearly independent func-

tions. What really matters is the condition dimF* < oo, and not the finiteness

of F itself. On the other hand, one cannot simply replace F by F* = span F ,

since this may lead to an essentially differem notion of uniqueness function, see

the discussion in 2.6.

Let 0 G M0 be fixed. We like to know exactly when 0 is a uniqueness

function. Put G = F(qb), thus, G is the set of all / G F that are integrable

relative to dp = qbdk. Letting k = dimG, one may as well assume that

k > 1 since, otherwise, Mfqb) = M0 and qb could not possibly be a uniqueness

function. Let v¡ G G (i = 1, ... ,k) be such that {vx , ... ,vk} is a basis for

G* = span G, thus, 1 < k < m . Presently, M0[G] as defined by (2.3) coincides

with the set of all functions  0 <  y/ <   1   such that  j ¡v^y/dk < oo,   (/ =

1, ... , k). Since G*  is spanned by {vx, ... ,vk}, the moment point cG(y/)
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corresponding to yi G M0[G] is fully determined by the 'reduced' moment point

(4.3)

yi¥) = iyxi¥) , ■■■ ,ykiy/))eRk,    where yfy/)= I vfx) y/(x)k(dx) ,

(i = I, ... , k). Note that the map y: AMQ[G] —> R is linear. We also write

y(T) = y(lT) with F as a subset of X such that lT e AM0[G].

From the Definition 2.10, qb is a uniqueness function if and only if there

does not exist any y/ e M0[G] distinct from qb such that y(y/) = y(qb), that

is, y¡(y/) = y¡i4>) i' = 1, ■■•, k). A subset S of Y is said to be a set of

uniqueness when qb = ls is a uniqueness function.

The following result is implicit in the literature, see [7, p. 265; 15, pp. 239-

242, and 13]. For more general results see Theorems 4.16 and 5.9 below as well

as remarks in 5.2 and 5.8.

4.4. Lemma. Suppose that (X, k) is nonatomic and further that F* is spanned

by finitely many functions. Then each uniqueness function is necessarily an in-

dicator function.

4.5. Proof. Let qb G MQ be a uniqueness function and let vt e G = F(qb) (i =

I, ... , k) define a basis for G*, in particular, each v¡ is integrable relative to

qbdk. Suppose first that each i>¡ is A-integrable. From Lyapunov's theorem (see

Karlin [7, p. 266]), applied to the finite set of measures {Vjdk ; i = I, ... ,k},

there exists a subset S of Y such that yfls) = y¡(4>) (i = I, ... , k), see

(4.3). Since 0 is a uniqueness function, it follows that qb = ls .

If some v¡ is not A-integrable then first decompose Y into countably many

disjoint sets Xr, such that vx, ... ,vk are bounded on Xr and 0 < k(Xr) < oo ,

for all r. Let qbr, kr, and Fr, respectively, be the restrictions to Xr of 0, k,

and F , respectively. Since 0 is a uniqueness function relative to (X, k, F),

it is easily seen that qbr is a uniqueness function relative to (Xr, kf, Ff . From

the result just obtained, since (Xr, kf is also nonatomic, it follows, for all r,

that qbr is the indicator function of a subset Sr of Xr. Hence, 0 itself is the

indicator function of 5" = 1J Sr.

4.6. With the above notations, let

(4.7) Y=YG = {y(ip):y/eMQ[G]}

be the set of all reduced moment points, as in (4.3). We call Y the reduced

moment space for G = F(qb). It depends on qb and the above particular choice

of the basis elements yt e G. Clearly, Y is a convex subset of R containing

the origin y(0) = 0. The boundary of Y will be denoted as d Y and its interior

as int(F). We assert that int(y) is nonempty.

For, otherwise, the convex set Y would be a subset of some hyperplane

J2j ajy¡ = 0, (not all q( equal to zero). Equivalently, v = Yl, a¡v¡ is a nonzero

function on X satisfying / v y/ dk = 0 for all yi e M0[G]. But this is impossi-

ble since M0[G] is quite large. After all, X can be decomposed into countably
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many sets Xr with k(Xr) < oo and such that vx, ... ,vk are bounded on each

Xr. Hence, MQ[G] contains all functions 0 < y/ < 1 which are supported by

any such set Xr, (that is, y/(x) = 0 for x <£ Xf, and it would follow that v

vanishes on each Yf.

From Lemma 2.13, if 0 = ls with S asa set of uniqueness then y(qb) is an

extreme point of Y , hence, y((f)) £ int(y). A related result is as follows.

4.8. Theorem. Let qb e AMQ be a uniqueness function with associated reduced

moment point y(qb) e Y . Here, Y = YG is the moment space defined by (4.7).

Then either y(qb) edY or else

(4.9) /V(A|Y) = dimG = dimF = m        (l<m<oo).

In the latter case, the measure space (X, k) is discrete with precisely m atoms

while G* = F* consists of all functions fi: X -* R. This in turn implies that

each function 0 < y/ < 1 on X is a uniqueness function. In particular there

exist uniqueness functions qb which are not indicator functions and even such

that y(qb) e int(y).

4.10. Proof. Clearly, (4.9) implies the subsequent assertions. Suppose 0 is a

uniqueness function such that y(qb) £ OY , that is, y((f>) G int(F). Since

dimG<dimF = m < N(k\X) ,

it suffices to show that N(k\X) < dim G.

On the contrary, suppose that N(k\X) > dim G = k . That is, there exist k +1

disjoint sets AQ, ■ ■ ■ , Ak in Y with 0 < k(Ar) < oo (r = 0, ... , k). One may

even require that each function v¡ be bounded on each Ar (i = 1, ... , k

and r = 0, ... , k). Therefore, M0[G] contains each function 0 < y/ < 1

which is supported by A = A0 U Ax U ■ • ■ U Ak. For example, one may choose

y/(x) = zr = constant when x e Ar (r = 0, ... ,k; 0 < zr < 1) and

y/(x) = 0 if x £ A. There even exist distinct functions y/x , y/2 e M0[G] of

this type satisfying y(y/x) = y(ipf), see (4.3). For instance, let y/x correspond

to zr = \ and y/2 to zr = (I +ewf/2 , where e > 0 is sufficiently small, while

the wr (r = 0, ... , k) are chosen as numbers not all zero satisfy YJr ajrwr = 0

(/ = 1.k). Here, ajr = ¡A irdk.

Let y* = y(y/f) = y(y2). Since y* e Y and y(qb) G int(Y), there exists

y(y/#) e Y , (where y/# e MQ[G]), such that y(qb) belongs to the line segment

Cv* » yi¥*)] ■ Thus, for some constant 0 < a < 1 ,

yiqb) = ay* + (1 - a)y(yj )

= ny(y/i) + (l - a)y(y/#) =y(ay/j + (l - a)y/#),

(/ =  1,2).   Since 0  is a uniqueness function, this would imply that qb =

ay/¡ + (1 - a)y/#   (/ = 1, 2) thus (//, = y/1 and we have a contradiction.

4.11. Theorem. Assume that (X, k) is nonatomic, that dim F < oo and, fi-

nally, that

(4.12) k({xe X: f(x) = 0}) = 0   for each nonzero fi G F*.
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Assertion. A function 0 G M0 is a uniqueness function if and only if it is of

the form qb = ls with S as an additive set (relative to F). In fact, S = {x e

X: f0(x) > 0} for some nonzero member fQ of F(S)*.

4.13. Remark. In particular, under the assumptions of Theorem 4.11, the

empty set 0 is a set of uniqueness (with F(0) = F) if and only if J~h(x) > 0

a.e. [k] on Y for some fi* e F*. And S = X is a set of uniqueness if and

only if there exists a /.-integrable function fi* of this type.

Let us discuss here the possibility of dropping the condition in Theorem 4.11

that (X, k) be nonatomic. One may as well assume that F is nontrivial, (for,

otherwise, there does not exist any uniqueness function). Let x0 be an atom

of (X, k) thus A({x0}) > 0. It is easily seen that (4.12) holds if and only

if F* consists of all multiples of a single a.e. nonzero function g . Note that

/gqbdk(qb e AMf) takes all values in [-a, b], where a = ¡g_dk < oo and

b = ¡ g+dk < oo, thus a + b > 0. There exist no uniqueness functions at all

when a = b = oo. The set S = {x G X; g(x) < 0} is a set of uniqueness if

and only if a < oo. The set F = {x G Y: g(x) > 0} is a set of uniqueness

if and only if b < oo . Besides ls and lT no other uniqueness functions can

exist unless X = {xQ}.

The above argument shows that in Theorem 4.11 the condition that (Y, k)

be nonatomic can be omitted, provided we rule out the possibility that (Y, k)

is atomic with a single atom x0, while simultaneously F* consists of all the

constant functions on Y. In the latter case, each 0 g M0 is a uniqueness

function but it need not be an indicator function.

Theorem 4.11 is also a consequence of Theorem 4.16 below, since under

the above assumptions each generalized additive set is already additive, (as

described in Theorem 4.11). To see this, first observe that 3.10 can only hold

with k(Z) = 0, since (Y, k) is nonatomic and dim F < oo . Letting s in 3.10

be minimal, we see from (4.12) that necessarily s = 0. while f0 G F (S)* must

be nonzero, showing that S is additive. By the way, the case s = -1 cannot

arise because F(S) cannot possibly be Y-determining, since dimF(,S) < oo

and (Y, k) is nonatomic.

In many applications, X is an open subset of R" with «-dimensional

Lebesgue measure k and then condition (4.12) is satisfied, for instance, when

each fi e F is analytic on X. Essentially known, see [1, 7, 14, 15], is the

special case of Theorem 4.11 that X = (a,b) is a finite or infinite open in-

terval in R with Lebesgue measure k while F* is spanned by a Tchebycheff

system of order n . In this situation, (4.12) is always satisfied, hence, it follows

from Theorem 4.11 that any set of uniqueness is a union of at most (n + l)/2

intervals. As a special case, taking Y = R and F = P2m as the polynomials of

degree < 2m , one obtains the yet unproved assertions in 3.28.

4.14. Proof of Theorem 4.11. If S is additive then ls is a uniqueness func-

tion by Lemma 3.25. Conversely, let qb e M0 be a uniqueness function with

associated reduced moment point y   = y(qb) e Y .   Let k = dim G and the
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v¡ are as in 4.1. Here, k > 1 , for, otherwise, 0 could not be a uniqueness

function.

From Theorem 4.8, since (X, k) has no atoms, we have y0 G dY.

Since int(Y) is nonempty, there exist numbers q( (i = I, ... , k) not all

zero, such that YJ(. afy¡ - y ¡((f))) < 0, for all y eY . Equivalently by (4.3),

(4.15)    jfQ(x)(ip(x)-(f,(x))k(dx)<0,

for all y/ e M0 [G] ,  where f0 = ^2 aivi >
«

thus f0 e G* = F(qb)*. Further f0 / 0, since a, ^ 0 for some i. Hence, (4.12)

implies that k(D) = 0, where D = {x G Y: fifx) = 0}. Finally, (see also the

remark preceding Theorem 4.8), (4.15) implies that for almost all x £ D,

we have 0(x) =1 or 0, depending on whether f0(x) > 0 or fifx) < 0,

respectively. Thus 0 = ls , where S = {x G X: fifx) > 0} is an additive set.

4.16.    Theorem. Suppose that m = dim F < oo and let qb G M0.

(i) In order that qb be a uniqueness function (relative to F and k) it is

necessary and sufficient that qb be (m-l fadditive, as defined in 3.10. If (X, k)

is nonatomic then the associated set Z as in 3.10 must satisfy k(Z) = 0, that

is, 0 must be an indicator function qb = ls with S as a special generalized

additive set.

(ii) If qb is a uniqueness function then qb is s-additive, more precisely, s and

the associated fir e F(qbf (r = 0, ... , s) as in 3.10 can be found so as to satisfy

-1 < s < m - 1 and

(4.17) s+l + N(k\Z)<dimG<m.

Recall from 3.10 that Z = {x e X: fifx) = 0 for 0 < r < s} and further that
G = F ((f)) is a Z-determining set of functions. One has N(k, Z) = 0 if and

only if k(Z) = 0 and then qb is an indicator function.

4.18. Remark. I have been informed that W. A. Carrington in his unpublished

thesis [2] already obtained certain special cases of Theorem 4.16. The main

point of Theorem 4.16 is that, relative to an arbitrary measure space (Y, k) and

a finite set F of functions /: Y —> R, (or at least a set F with dim F < oo),

a function 0 G MQ is a uniqueness function if and only if 0 is a generalized

additive function. If 0 is a uniqueness function (and thus a generalized additive

function) but not an indicator function then the associated set Z satisfies 1 <

N(k\Z) < oo. The latter is only possible when (Z, k) is purely atomic, in

particular, (Y, k) must have atoms. In this way we again find (Lemma 4.4)

that all uniqueness functions are indicator functions when (Y, k) is nonatomic

and dim F < oo .

4.19. Proof of Theorem 4.16. In view of Definition 3.10, Remark 3.14, and

Theorem 3.17, it only remains to prove the necessity part of (i). Thus, let

0 G Mç, be a given uniqueness function relative to k and F and put G = F((f))
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and k = dim G, thus, 1 < k < m. Obviously, G(qb) = G, (where G(0) is

defined by (2.7), but with F replaced by G), while 0 is also a uniqueness

function relative to k and G. We must show that qb is s-additive, such that s

and the corresponding set Z (as in 3.10) satisfy (4.17). The proof will be by

induction with respect to k (1 < k < oo). Let k > 1 and suppose the theorem

is true for situations where the positive integer k' on hand is strictly smaller

than k , (a void assumption when k = 1 ).

Let y = y((f)) be the associated reduced moment point defined by (4.3),

depending on the particular choice of the tj; G G   (/ = 1, ... , k) as in 4.1.

One has y0 G Y = YG with Y as the convex subset of R defined by (4.7).

From Theorem 5.8, if y° is not a boundary point of Y then (Y, k) is discrete

with precisely m atoms, (equivalently, N(k\X) = m), while G* = F* consists

of all (measurable) functions /: X —► R, (that is, G is Y-determining). Hence,

see 3.10, the function qb is s-additive with s = -1 and associated set Z = X,

so that (4.17) is satisfied.

It remains to consider the situation that y e d Y. In that case, just as in

the proof of Theorem 4.11, there must exist numbers a( (i =■ 1, ... , k) not

all zero satisfying (4.15). Letting f0 = J2¡aivi > tnus fo e ^* arK* f0 ¥" 0, it

follows from (4.15) that

(4.20) 0(x)=l    if/0(x)>0;        0(x) = O   if/o(x)<0,

for almost [k] all x G Y with /0(x) ^ 0. Let

(4.21) Y0 = {xGY:/0(x) = 0},      where fQ = £ a,vf.
i

If k(Xf = 0 then 0 = 15 is 0-additive while N(k\Xf = 0, hence, (4.17) holds
with s = 0 and Z = Y0 .

Thus, one may as well assume that k(Xf¡ > 0. Let further qbQ: Y0 —► R be

the restriction of the given uniqueness function 0 : X —> R to the subset Y0 of

Y. Let further

(4.22) F0 = G0 = {fiXo :fieG},

where fix : XQ —► R denotes the restriction of fi: X —> R to Y0. Then

¡ \fi0\(f>Qdk0 < oo for all fi0 e GQ, where A0 denotes the restriction of k to

Y0 . Interpreted relative to (XQ, kf , one has Ffqbf = G0, (analogous to the

above G(qb) = G).

It is convenient to associate to each y/0: Y0 -+ R the unique extension

y/ : X —► R of y/Q such that y/(x) = qb(x) for all x G Y/Y0 . If 0 < y/Q < 1 then

0 < y/ < 1 . Thus 0 is precisely the extension associated to 0O. Using such

extensions and the fact that 0 is a uniqueness function relative to (X, k, G),

it easily follows that 0O is a uniqueness function relative to (Y0, kQ, G0). Here

k0 := dim(G0|YQ) < k = dim(G|Y). After all, from (4.21), the basis functions

i>- G G   (/ = 1, ... , k)  for G* = span G become linearly dependent when
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restricted to Y0. If /c0 = 0 then 0O could not possibly be a uniqueness func-

tion. Hence, in the present situation one has k0 > 1 , thus k > 2.

From the above induction assumption, the assertions of the Theorem will

hold with X , k, qb and F , G, respectively, replaced by YQ , k0 , 0O and F0 ,

G0, respectively, (F0 = G0). Thus, the uniqueness function 0O, relative to

(Y0, k0, Gf , is /-additive with a corresponding subset Z of Y0 as described

in Definition 3.10 (this time instead relative to Y0 , k0 , 0O , and G0). Here, t

and Z satisfy

(4.23) / + 1 + N(k0\Z) < dim(G0|Y0) = kQ < k - I.

More precisely, there exist g0, ... , g, G G* such that the following is true.

Here,

(4.24)
S0 = {x G Y0: g9 (x) for 0 < q < r; gr (x) > 0;  for some r = 0, ... , t} ;

F0 = {x G Y0 : gq (x) for 0 < q < r ; gr (x) < 0 ;  for some r = 0, ... ,t};

Z = {xeX0:gr(x) = 0forr = 0,...,t},

thus, Y0 is the disjoint union of SQ , F0 , and Z . First 0o(x) = 1 if x G S0

and 0o(x) = 0 if x e TQ, (at least a.e. [k]). Moreover, G0 is Z-determining

(see 3.10). Since G0 is the restriction of G to Y0, see (4.22), and kQ is the

restriction of k to Y0, this implies that G is Z-determining. Letting

(4.25)      5= {xgY:/0(x)>0}uS0; T = {x e X: fQ(x) < 0} U T0,

we have from (4.20) and (4.21) that Y is the disjoint union of S, F, and Z .

Moreover, 0(x) =1 if x G S, while 0(x) = 0 if x G F.

Let fi0 G G* be as above. For r = 1,...,/+ 1 , choose fir as any fixed

function fir: X -* R such that fr G G* = F(qb)* and that further the restriction

of fir to XQ coincides with gr_x e G* . This is always possible in view of

(4.22). Using (4.23), (4.24), one now easily verifies that the subsets S, F,

and Z of Y have precisely the structure (3.11) relative to {fQ, fix, ... , ff},

where s = t + 1 . This proves that 0 is s-additive. Moreover, from (4.23) and

N(k\Z) = N(k0\Z),

s+l + N (k\Z) < kQ + 1 < k = dim G < m,

thus, also (4.17) is satisfied.

4.26. Remark. Theorem 4.16 can be improved if Y is a finite set. Namely,

then any generalized additive function is already 0-additive. Hence, from The-

orem 4.16, if X is finite then qb e M0 is a uniqueness function if and only if

0 is 0-additive. The latter result was already obtained in [11] by a more direct

proof.

After all, let qb e M0 be s-additive and let fr e F(qbf (r = 0, ... , s)

and Z be as in 3.10, thus, F(qb) is Z-determining. Now consider g = f0 +

Pfix + ■■■ + Psfs with p > 0 so small that \f(x)\ < (p~l - l)|/r(x)|, for all
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x G Y and 0 < r < q < s such that fifx) f 0. Then g e F(qbf and
Z = {x e X: g(x) = 0}. Moreover, g(x) > 0 or g(x) < 0, respectively,

implies 0(x) = 1 or 0(x) = 0, respectively, showing that indeed qb is also

0-additive.

4.27. Optimization. Theorem 4.16 also has important consequences for opti-

mization problems as in 2.22, in the special case that F is spanned by finitely

many functions. Equivalently, y/ G MQ in 2.22 is essentially subject to only

finitely many moment conditions. For convenience assume that (Y, k) has no

atoms. It follows from Theorem 4.16 that an optimal function qb as in 2.22 is

unique if and only if qb = ls with S as a special generalized additive set rela-

tive to (X, k, Ff , where Fh = F u {«}. Thus S has the structure described

in 3.10, for some s > 0, even with k(Z) = 0, except that there F is to be

replaced by Fh . One example would be

S={xGY:g0(x)>0ors0(x) = 0;

gx (x) > 0 or g0 (x) = gx(x) = 0; g2 (x) > 0} .

Here, the g¡ = fi¡ + P¡h e F¡¡ (fi¡ e F* and /?, G R; 1 = 0,1,2) are such

that k(Z) = 0, where Z = {x e X: gfx) = gx(x) = g2(x) = 0}. If qb = ls
happens to be optimal then it is the only optimal function.

5. Indicator functions

Let k be either a positive integer or else k = +00 . In this section, we study

sufficient conditions in order that (X, k, F) be /c-rich. When Ac = 1 we also

speak of (X, k, F) being rich.

5.1. Definition. The system (X, k, F) is said to be rich, if for each qb e M0,

there exists an indicator function  lT e Mo(0).  Here, Mfqb) was defined in

(2.9).

Equivalently, (X, k, F) is rich if for each function 0 < 0 < 1 there exists

a subset T of X having the same moments as qb (relative to F), in the

sense that ¡Tfdk = ¡fiqbdk, for all / G F(qb), that is, all fi e F such that

/ \ f\qbdk < 00 . If there exists only one such set F then F would be a weak set

of uniqueness, see 2.11, (but not conversely, see the remarks preceding Lemma

2.13).

We will say that (X , k, F) is k-rich if, for each qb e AM0, which is not of the

special form qb = ls , with S as a set of uniqueness, the set Mfqb) contains at

least k distinct indicator functions.

Thus /c-rich implies rich, (which is the same as 1-rich). Further, if (X, k, F)

is 2-rich then every weak set of uniqueness is a set of uniqueness; the converse

is false, see 5.2. When F is trivial then Mfqb) = M0 for all qb G MQ, thus,

(X, k, F) is /c-rich with k > 2 as the number of (A-essentially) distinct subsets

of (X,k).

5.2. Remarks. Recall from 2.8 that y/ G AMfqb) implies Mfqb) d Mfy/).
Hence, in order that  AMJqb) contains > k  indicator functions it suffices that
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Mfy/) contains > k indicator functions, for some y/ e AMfqb). Consequently,

in order that (X, k, F) be /c-rich, it is necessary and sufficient that, for each

nonindicator function y/ e M0 the set Mfy/) contains > k indicator func-

tions. After all, if the convex set M0(qb) does not contain any nonindica-

tor function y/ (such as the average of two distinct indicator functions) then

Mff)) = {ls}, that is, 0 = 15 with S as a set of uniqueness.

An important example of a rich system (Y, k, F) is one where (Y, k) is

nonatomic and, moreover, F is finite, (or else is spanned by a finite set). That

this system is rich follows easily from a slight modification of the proof of

Lemma 4.4 (which itself uses Lyapunov's theorem). If the vi are not all k-

integrable then note that the subset Sr of Xr can be chosen so as to duplicate

qbr as to the integrals relative to the 2/c function v¡ and \v¡\ (/' = I, ... , k).

Actually, the system on hand is even oo-rich, see 5.18.

The term 'rich' was first used in [5] relative to a special case of the projection

type, analogous to the one discussed in §6. If (Y, k) is a finite discrete space

then (Y, k, F) is never rich, unless F is trivial. After all, let fie F be fixed

with fi f 0. On the one hand, a = ¡ fiqb dk has an uncountable range, when

0 can be any function satisfying 0 < 0 < 1 and / \f\qbdk < oo. On the other

hand, ß = ¡s fidk assumes only finitely many different values when S ranges

over the finitely many different subsets of (Y, k).

There exist systems (Y, k, F), having (Y, k) as a finite discrete space and

F nontrivial, (hence, the system is not even rich), such that every weak set

of uniqueness is also a set of uniqueness. For instance, let X = {I, ... , m}

with ki{i}) = 1 , for all i, and let F = {1}, thus, F* consist of the constant

functions. Then the only weak sets of uniqueness are S = X and the empty

set, each of which is also a set of uniqueness. The following result is an obvious

consequence of the definitions involved.

5.3. Lemma. If (X, k, F) is rich then every uniqueness function qb e M0 is

necessarily an indicator function.

5.4. The converse of Lemma 5.3 is false. For instance, let (X, k) be a finite

discrete space with at least two atoms and let F = {1}. Then 0 = 0 and qb = 1

are the only uniqueness functions but nevertheless (X, k, F) is not rich.

5.5. Definition. We say that the system (X, k, F) is strongly rich if, for each

choice of the subset D of Y with k(D) > 0 and the function qb e M0,

there exists a nonzero bounded function 8: X —► R supported by D, (that

is, 0(x) = 0 if x ^ D), which satisfies

(5.6) f \fd\dk <oc; ffddk = 0,    for all /G F (0) .

Equivalently, (X , k, F) is strongly rich if and only if the set F(qb) is not D-

determining (see 3.10), for all choices of D and qb with k(D) > 0 and qb e M0 .

If F itself is trivial (e.g. F = {0}) then (X, k, F) is strongly rich in a trivial

manner.
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5.7. Remark. Since k is cr-finite, one may as well assume that 0 < k(D) < oo .

In many applications, (5.6) would be implied by the analogous condition, where

F(0) is replaced by a quite different and often much smaller class of functions.

Sometimes this can be seen from the fact that, for 0 < k{D) < oo and 0 as

above, the collection, of all fi: X -* R satisfying ¡ f8dk = 0, is a linear set

which is closed under dominated limits / = limr fr, that is, h : X —> R exists

such that |/r(x)| < h(x)  (x G D and all r) and ¡D \h\dk < oo.

The term 'strongly ri:h' was first used in [5], relative to a class F of the type

discussed in §6. Definition 5.5 goes back to Kingman and Robertson [13] who

instead speak of F being thin relative to (Y, k). But note that in [5, 13] it is

always assumed that 1 G F and, moreover, that each / G F is A-integrable, in

which case k(X) < oo and F(0) = F for all qb e M0 .

The k is strongly rich relative to F then so is any measure p(dx) =

q(x)k(dx), as long as (in an obvious notation) Ffqb) D Fp(<f>), for all qb e

M0. For instance, the latter condition is satisfied (with Ffqb) = F (qb) = F)

when each fi e F is both A-integrable and p-integrable. See [5] for the easy

proof; (hint: choose 8 = h/q where h is a bounded function supported by

{x g D: q(x) > 3 > 0} such that ¡fihdk = 0 for all fi e Ffqb)).

5.8. Remark. Let W be the maximal set, such that fix) = 0 a.e. on W, for

each fi E F . If kiW) = 0 we will say that (Y, k, F) is regular or also that it

is nonsingular. It would be sufficient for regularity that 1 G F .

If F is trivial then W = X thus (X, k, F) is singular. Every time that

(X,k,F) is singular, that is, k(W) > 0, then there cannot exist any uniqueness

function at all. After all, changing the values 0(x) (x G W) has no influence

whatsoever on the integrals ¡fiqbdk (fi G F). Since W plays no real role, it

would be natural to restate the uniqueness problem on hand by simply dropping

W from X , thereby achieving regularity.

The restriction of (k, F) to W is strongly rich in a trivial way, (whether or

not W possesses atoms). On the other hand, if (Y, k) has any atom x0 in

Wc = X/W then (X, k, F) fails to be strongly rich. After all, apply Definition

5.5 with D = {x0} and 0 = 0, observing that x0 £ W implies /(x0) f 0,

for some fi e F = F(0). In particular, if (X, k, F) is both strongly rich and

regular then (X, k) must be nonatomic.

Conversely, if (X, k) is nonatomic then (X, F, k) is strongly rich pro-

vided F = {hx,... , hm} is finite; (naturally, all that matters is the condition

dimF* < oo). This result is due to Kingman and Robertson [13, Lemma 2],

As a somewhat different proof, if X is nonatomic and k(D) > 0, then there

certainly exist m + 1 disjoint subsets D0, ... , Dm of D each of positive k-

measure, such that each « is bounded on each Dk . Let ajk = ¡D h-dk and

choose zk (k = 0, 1, ... , m) as constants not all zero such that ¿2k akzk = 0

for j = I, ... , m . Then 0 = YJ^. zk lD isa nonzero bounded function which

is supported by D and satisfies (5.6).
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Since (Y, k, {0}) is trivially strongly rich, the following is a more general

result. Namely, if (X, k) is nonatomic and ( Y, k, F) is strongly rich then also

(Y, k, G) is strongly rich, provided G can be obtained from F by adjoining

finitely many functions hf. X —► R, (j = 1, ... , m). That is, G = F u

{hx, ... , hm} in which case G* consists of all functions of the form fi+Y^, ß h

with fie F* and ß} g R.

As to the proof of the latter assertion, let qb e AMQ be given and let D, Dk

be as above. For k = 0, ... , m, choose 8k as a bounded nonzero function

supported by Dk which satisfies (5.6). Let ajk = ¡t"/8kdk and choose the

zk as above. Then 0 = Y_^ zk8k is a bounded nonzero function supported by

D which satisfies (5.6) with F(0) replaced F(0) u {hx, ... , h } , hence, also

with F(0) replaced by G(0). Observe that in the present proof we did not use

Lyapunov's theorem, (as we did in 4.5 and 5.2).

Propositions 5.9 and 5.13 below are generalizations of known results due to

Kingman and Robertson [13] and Gutmann, Kemperman, Reeds, and Shepp

[5].

5.9. Proposition. Suppose that (Y,A,F) is strongly rich. We assert that:

(i) Each uniqueness function is necessarily an indicator function.

(ii) Let qb e MQ and y/ e Mfqb). Let Efqb) denote the ipossibly empty) set

of extreme points of the convex set Mfqb). Then in order that y/ be an indicator

function it is necessary and sufficient that y/ e Fo(0).

(iii) Suppose (Y, k) is nonatomic and let 0 g AM0. Then either qb is a

uniqueness function or else Mfqb) is infinite dimensional. That is, dim Mfqb) =

0 or +00.

5.10. Proof. If 0 is a uniqueness function then AMfqb) = {qb} , hence, 0 is an

extreme point of AMfqb). Therefore, (ii) implies (i). As to (ii), note first that

any indicator function ls is trivially an extreme point of AM0 and, hence, of

any (convex) set Mfqb) which contains ls. As to the converse, let qb G M0

and y/ e AMfqb) and suppose that y/ is not an indicator function. Then there

exists e > 0 such that A(D) > 0, where D = {x G Y : e < y/(x) < l-e}. Let 0

be as in 5.5. One may assume that |0| < e . Clearly, y/ ± 8 G AMfqb), showing

that y/ cannot be extreme in Mfqb). This proves (ii).

As to (iii), since (Y, k) is nonatomic, the above set D contains an infinite

collection of disjoint subsets Dx, D2, ..., each of positive A-measure. Each

D¡ has a corresponding nonzero function 0( as above (supported by DA). The

resulting functions y/ + 8¡e Mfqb) (/ = 1, 2, ...) are easily seen to be linearly

independent. Consequently, Mfqo) is infinite dimensional as soon as it con-

tains at last one nonindicator function y/ , (such as the average of two distinct

indicator functions). The only alternative is that Mfqb) consists of a single

indicator function ls , that is, 0 = ls is a uniqueness function. By the way,

since the system (Y, k, F) was already assumed to be strongly rich, (Y, k)

will be nonatomic as soon as (Y, k, F) is regular, (see 5.8).
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5.11. Corollary. Suppose that (Y, k, F) is strongly rich and let 1 < k < oo.

Then (Y, k, F) is k-rich if and only if Mfqb) possesses at least k extreme

points, for each qb e MQ which is not a uniqueness function. On the other hand,

if 0 is a uniqueness function, ithat is, Mfqb) = {qb}), then qb = ls for some

subset S of X.

5.12. Proof. This follows immediately from Definition 5.1 and Proposition

5.9.

5.13. Proposition. Suppose that each fi e F is k-integrable. Let 0 G M0 be

fixed thus F(0) = F .
Assertion. The subset Mfqb) of the dual L°° of L is the weak*-closed convex

hull of the set Efqb) of its extreme points. Hence, Mfqb) possesses at least

l+dim7Vfo(0) extreme points. Consequently, either Mfqb) possesses at least

two extreme points or else qb is a uniqueness function.

5.14. Proof. Here L°° = L°°(Y, k) and L1 = l'(Y, k). It is assumed that

Ll d F . Let us assign to L°° the weak* topology, that is, the coarsest topology

such that 0 '—» ¡fiqbdk is continuous on L°° for each fi e L . Let qb e M0 .

From Alaoglu's theorem the set MQ = {y/ G L°° : 0 < y/ < 1} is weak*-compact,

hence, so is the nonempty weak*-closed and convex subset

Mo(0)= ly/eM0:   í fiyidk= Í fiqbdk for all fi e p\ .

It follows from the Krein-Milman theorem that Mfqb) is the weak*-closed

convex hull of the set Efqb) of all extreme points of AMfqb).

5.15. Theorem. Suppose that each fi e F is k-integrable and further that

iX, k, F) is strongly rich. We assert that:

(i) Each (Y, k, F) uniqueness function is also an Indicator function.

(ii) The system (Y, k, F) is 2-rich and thus rich.

(iii) The system (Y, k, F) is oo-rich as soon as it is nonatomic or regular.

5.16. Proof. Here, (i) follows from Proposition 5.9. Consider qb e M0 which

is not a uniqueness function. By Proposition 5.9, the set Efqb) of extreme

points of Mfqb) coincides with the set of indicator functions lT G AMfqb).

Therefore, Proposition 5.13 implies that (Y, k, F) is 2-rich. And even oo-

rich provided dimMo(0) = oo. By Proposition 5.9, the latter is true as soon

as (Y, k) is nonatomic. Also recall (see 5.8) that a strongly rich system is

nonatomic as soon as it is regular.

5.17. Remark. The result that under the assumptions stated, (Y, k, F) must

be rich, is due to Kingman and Robertson [13, p. 349], They also noted that

(Y, k, F) being strongly rich is also a necessary condition in the following

sense. Assume that each / g F is A-integrable, thus, F(0) = F for all qbe AM0.

For each subset D of Y with A(D) > 0, let (L>, kD, FD) denote the restriction

of (Y, k, F) to D. Then the system (Y, k, F) is strongly rich if and only if

each system (D, kD , FD) is rich.
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For, on the one hand, if (Y, k, F) is strongly rich then also (D, kD, FD)

is strongly rich and thus rich, in view of Theorem 5.15. Conversely, suppose

(Y, k, F) is not strongly rich. Then by Definition 5.5, there exists a subset D

of Y with A(£>) > 0 such that F is ¿»-determining. But then each function

0 < 0 < 1 on D is a uniqueness function relative to iD,kD, FD), showing

that the latter system is not rich.

Theorem 5.18 below may be regarded as a strengthening of certain versions

of Lyapunov's theorem, such as the one given by Karlin [7, p. 266]. Lyapunov's

theorem is never used in the proof, see also 5.8, though the proof could be

shortened by using it. See Kingman and Robertson [13] for a generalization of

Lyapunov's theorem in a different direction.

5.18. Theorem. Suppose that (Y,A) is nonatomic and further that F is finite

ior else that dimF* < oo). Then (Y, k, F) is oo-rich.

5.19. Proof. Let F = {/,,..., fim} ■ We already observed in 5.8 that

(Y, k, F) is strongly rich. Suppose first that each fii is A-integrable. Then

it follows from Theorem 5.15 that (Y, k, F) is oo-rich. In other words, if

0 is a nonindicator function and fix, ... , fim are finitely many A-integrable

functions then there exist infinitely many different subsets 5 of Y such that

f \fi\dk <oo;      [ fidk= [ fitqbdk    ii=l,...,m).
Js Js Jx

One can even attain that, in addition, ¡s \f¡\dk = ¡x ¡fiqbdk  ii = I, ... , m).

Now, let F = {fx, ... , fim} be an arbitrary finite set of functions and let

0 G M0 be a fixed nonindicator function.   Let G = F(0) = {gx, ... , gk},

where k < m < oo , thus, / ¡g^qbdk < oo   (/ = 1, ... , k). Decompose Y into

at most countably many disjoint sets Xr, with 0 < A(Yf) < oo and such that

each g¡ is bounded on each Xr. Let qbr be the restriction of qb to Xr. For

some indices, r, qbf might be the indicator function of a subset Sr of Y;.. Next,

let r be such that qbr is not an indicator function, (there must be at least one

such index r). From the previous result, with Y and fi replaced by Xr and

g¡, there must exist infinitely many different subsets Sr = Sr t   (t = 1,2, ...)

of Xr such that

/  \gj\dk=      \g\qbdk;     /  gjdk=      gtqbdk,    for all i = 1, ..., k.
Jsr Jxr Jsr Jxr

Let S be the union of the Sr. Each such union S satisfies

/ \g.\ dk= /  \g.\<pdk <oo;      / gtdk= j gtqbdk    (/= 1 , ... ,/c) ,
Js Jx Js Jx

thus U G AMfqb). Since the above construction leads to infinitely many possible

sets S, this implies that Mfqb) contains infinitely many different indicator

functions, showing that (Y, k, F) is oo-rich.

5.20. Theorem. Let qb e AM0 be fixed and suppose that the system (Y, k, F(0))

is strongly rich. Then if qb is a uniqueness function it must be an indicator

function.
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Next, assume that X is a countable union of sets Xfqb), each of finite k-

measure, such that the restriction of fi to Xr is k-integrable, for each fi e F(0)

and each r. Also suppose that (Y, k) is nonatomic and that even (X,k, G A is

strongly rich. Here, G^ denotes the set of all functions f and \f\ with feF(qb).

Assertion. Unless qb = ls with S as a set of uniqueness, there exist finitely

many different subsets S of X such that ls e Mfqb).

5.21. Proof. Since qb e MQ is fixed, one may as well assume that F = F(0).

The proof of Theorem 5.10 is completely analogous to the proof in 5.19 of

Theorem 5.18. Simply apply Theorem 5.15 to the restriction of (Y, k, F(0))

to the different subsets Yr(0) of Y.

5.22. Remark. Theorem 5.20 generalizes Theorem 5.15. After all, see 5.8, if

(Y, k) is nonatomic and dimG^ < oo then (Y, k, G^) is always strongly rich.

5.23. Optimization. Consider the general optimization problem 2.22 except that

now we assume that each / G F is A-integrable as well as the given function

h: X —» R. From 5.14, the set Mfqb) is weak*-compact while y/ —> ¡hy/dk

defines a weak*-continuous function on Mfqb). Consequently, optimal func-

tions 0 always exist.

Suppose (Y, k, F) is regular (as happens when 1 G F) and strongly rich,

thus (Y, k) is nonatomic. It follows from a result in 5.8 that also (Y, k, Ff

is strongly rich with Fh = F U {h}. We conclude from Theorem 5.15 that

(X, k, Ff is co-rich and thus rich. In particular, an optimal function qb which

is unique is always an indicator function. Moreover, either there is only one op-

timal function 0 (necessarily an indicator function) or else there exist infinitely

many distinct optimal function, each of which is an indicator function. See 6.31

for an important case where (X, k, F) is strongly rich. Another would be the

case that (Y, k) is nonatomic and dim F* < oo, see 5.8.

6. Reconstructing a measure from its projections

Here, we discuss applications of the previous results to measures with given

marginals, as well as related results in the literature. In the sequel (Y, k) is

a fixed CT-finite measure space and n = {n ; j G J) a given nonempty set of

(measurable) maps n. : Y —> Y, (j e J). Here, the Y. are given measurable

spaces. Let p be a measure on Y such that p < k . We will derive necessary or

sufficient conditions in order that a given measure p be uniquely determined

by its associated set of 'marginals' {n m ; j e J}. We are also interested in the

collection of sets S such that lsdk has the same marginals as p .

Let p < k, thus, dp = qbdk with qb e M0.  Its n-image v  = iijP is the

measure on y. defined by ufB) = p(n~ B). It will also be referred to as the

^-marginal of 0 or p . Knowing this marginal vj is the same as knowing the

value

(6.1 ) f gj(KjX)(f)(x)k (dx) = [ gj(7ijX)p (dx) = f gj (y) Vj (dy) ,
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for each nonnegative function g.: Y. —> R. At least when v. is «r-finite, this is

the same as knowing the value (6.1) for each v -integrable functions g : Y¡ —►

R, that is, gj G L (Yj, v.). Which is the same as g,(n¡x) being integrable

relative to dp = qbdk.

6.2. Remark. Given a particular marginal v} = jijP of p , we will only use the

resulting information about p as expressed by the values (6.1), with g.: Y. -^ R

running through the v -integrable functions. Even in very natural settings, it

can easily happen that the marginal v. = n.p of p is not a-finite, in spite of

the fact that p itself is er-finite, (since p < k where k is «r-finite). Consider

for instance the special case that Y = R" with k = mn as «-dimensional

Lebesgue measure. Let further n = {nx, ... , nn}, where n : Y —► R is defined

by njX = Xj , with Xj as the 7th coordinate of x g R". Here, the 7th marginal

kj = Ujk of k satisfies k fB) = 0 or +00, respectively, depending on whether

mx(B) = 0 or mx(B) > 0, respectively.

Similarly, for many other measures p < k. For instance, let p = lsdk

where S = {x e X: x. < 1 for j > 2} and let v, = n }p, (j = 1, ... , n).

Then vx = mx is cr-finite. On the other hand, for j > 2, the marginal v■ of p

is not cr-finite, since v .(B) = 0 or 00, depending on whether mx(Br\D) = 0 or

> 0, respectively, where D = [0, 1 ]. There clearly exist many other measures

qbdk  (qb e Mf) on Y having exactly these same marginals.

6.3. The class Fn . In the sequel, F = Fn will denote the set of all functions

/: Y — R defined by

(6.4) Fn = {f(x) = gj(TtjX) for some j e J and some g} : YJ —> R}.

Naturally,  gj must also be measurable.  Let qb e M0 and let dp^ = qbdk be

the associated measure on Y . It follows from (2.7), (6.1), and (6.4) that

(6.5)

Fn (0) = {all /: X -+ R with / = gjn] for some j e J and gj e L1 iUjPf}.

Note that Ffqb) contains a function f* > 0 as soon as at least one of the

marginals njp,   ij e J) is cr-finite.

For each qb G M0, let Mfqb) denote the class of functions defined by (2.9)

relative to the system (X, k, Ff . That is,

(6.6)

M0(qb) = Le M0: Fn (ip) D FJtp) ; j' fidpv = j fidp^,  for all / G Fn (qb) J.

Equivalently, using (6.1) and (6.5), AMfqb) consists of all y/ e M0 such that,

for all j e J ,

(6.7)

if I \gj\d(njpf < 00 then | \gj\d(njpit/) < 00; J gJd(nJp¥) = J gJd(7tjp<p).

Finally, let Moo(0) denote the set of all y/ e MQ such that 11 ¡p^ = UjP¥ , for

all jeJ.
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6.8. Remark. For each fixed j G J, condition (6.7) is clearly necessary in

order that n p. = n.p • It is also sufficient provided n /j, is cr-finite. It

follows that Mfqb) d AMm(qb) and further that Mm(qb) = Mfqb) provided each

n p, is «7-finite.

For j G J fixed, condition (6.7) is not always sufficient for 7t //^ = itjP .

This can be seen in a situation, where UjPfB) = 0 or oo, depending on

whether B nö is empty or nonempty, respectively, with D as a fixed nonempty

subset of y . In this case, (6.7) merely requires that 7t .u    be supported by D.

6.9. Uniqueness. As usual, the function qb e M0 is said to be a uniqueness

function relative to the system (X, k, Ff if Mfqb) = {qb} . We will say that 0

is a n-uniqueness function if A/oo(0) = {0}. Equivalently, 0 is a 7t-uniqueness

function if there exists no other y/ e AM0 such that dpv = yidk has the same

n -marginal as dp. = qbdk, for all j' e J ■ A subset S of Y is said to be a set

of 7r-uniqueness when qb = ls is a 7t-uniqueness function.

From Mfqb) D AMQ0(qb), in order that qb e M0 be a 7t-uniqueness function, it

is sufficient that 0 be a uniqueness function relative to (X, k, Ff). From The-

orem 3.17, a sufficient condition for the latter is in turn that 0 be a generalized

additive function relative to (Y, k, Ff , as defined in 3.10.

6.10. Generalized additive sets. Let us discuss here only the case qb = ls with

S as a special generalized additive set relative to (X, k, Ff . As usual, FfS)*

denotes the linear span of Fn(S) = Fflf . By 3.10 the subset 5 of Y is a spe-

cial generalized additive set, (and thus a set of uniqueness relative to (X, k, Ff

and thus a set of /r-uniqueness), if one can find finitely many fi e FfS)*

(r = 0, ... , s), such that S is of the form

s

(6.11) S = {J{x e X: fiqix) = 0for 0 < q < r; /r(x)>0},
r=0

(up to a set of A-measure zero), and such that kfZ) = 0 where

(6.12) Z = {xg Y:/r(x) = 0forall0<r<s} .

In this case, one also says that S is a special s-additive set. The subset S is

said to be additive if either S = {fix) > 0} or 5= {fix) > 0}, for some

choice of fi e FfSf , and moreover fi* G FniS)* exists such that /+(x) > 0

a.e. [k] on Z = {x g Y: /(x) = 0} . Letting fi0 = fi and /, = ±j* , we see

that any additive set is also a special l-additive set.

Observe, from (6.1) and (6.5), that FfSf consists of all functions /: X —►

R of the special form

(6.13) fiix) = J2Sji7lrx)   where      \gjiJijX)\kidx)< oo,
jeJ Js

and such that all but finitely many functions g : Y. —> R are identically zero.

The last condition (6.13) is equivalent to the condition that g] be integrable

relative to the Ttv-marginal of dps = lsdk. in particular, different sets 5 with
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the same collection of marginals {njPs ; j e J} also have the same associated

set FfS).

6.14. Remark. In trying to construct such special generalized additive sets S,

one typically first selects functions fifx) = JfJ&J grJÍ7ijX) G F* = span(FJ

(r = 0, ... , s), such that Z defined by (6.11) satisfies k(Z) = 0. Afterwards,

define S as in (6.11). Then S is a special generalized additive set (and thus a

set of 7r-uniqueness), provided fir G Fn(S)*   (r = 0, ... , s).

The above definition of a generalized additive set is analogous to our def-

inition in [11], except that there it is always assumed that k(S) < oo. The

latter assumption considerably simplifies things. For it implies that f* = 1 is

an everywhere positive function with j* g FfS) and further that the measure

dps = lsdk is finite and, hence, so are all its marginals v = n ms . The latter in

turn implies that Mfqb) = AM00(qb), for all 0 G M0 , in particular, ;r-uniqueness

is the same as uniqueness relative to the system (X, k, Ff .

6.15. Using the results of §5, let us now study the question whether there exist

one or more sets S such that dps = lsdk has exactly the same marginals as

a given measure qbdk (qb e Mf¡. In the sequel, it will be useful to employ the

following condition.

6.16. Condition L. We will say that (X,k,n) satisfies Condition L when, for

each j e J , the marginal k] = nf ofi k (itself a measure on Yf is o-finite.

6.17. Remarks. It would be sufficient that k itself be finite. Condition L is

an essential restriction, see the example in 6.2. Suppose Condition L holds.

Then we have, for all qb e M0 and j e J, that also TijP^ < kj is cr-finite,

consequently (see 6.8) M00(qb) = Mfqb). Moreover (Radon-Nikodym), u} =

TijP < k   has the form dv = hjdkj where h : Y —> R is such that 0 < A - < 1 .

6.18. The class Gn . This class will only be used in the presence of Condition

L. Thus, assume that all marginals k, (j G J) of the reference measure k

are cr-finite. For each j e J , let Gj be a fixed set of A-integrable functions

gj : Yj —♦ R, such that G is a determining class for (y., k,). By this we mean

that

(6.19) if hj :Yj-+R is bounded ; Í g}hj dkj = 0 for all g. e G¡ then h} = 0,

(a.e. [k]). Here, h   is fixed. Since k¡ isa cr-finite, such a determining class G

always exists. From the last remark 6.17, when p is an unknown measure on

Y known to satisfy p < k, then for each fixed j G J the projection Vj = TijP

of p onto  Y   is uniquely determined by the values of the integral (6.1) with

gj ranging through G..

Further, G = Gn will denote the set of all functions /: Y —► R of the special

form

(6.20) Gn = {fi(x) = gfiijX) for some j G J and some g} G G f .
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Observe that each fi e Gn is k-integrable. Hence, we have for all qb e MQ

that Gfqb) = GK, (see 2.7). Note that, for many qb e M0, there will exist

functions g,: Y, —► R that are integrable relative to TtjP^ but not relative to

kj. The corresponding function f(x) = gjin.x) would belong to Ffqb) but

not to Gfqb) = Gn , even when G; = L (Yj, kj).

It is important to note (using (6.19)), that for each 0 G MQ the above class

A/Oo(0) = Mfqb) coincides with the class AMfqb) as defined by (2.9), but now

relative to the system (X, k, Gn) instead of the system (X, k, Ff .

We further assert that the present system (X, k, Gf is regular (as defined

in 5.8). One must show that k(W) = 0 when W is a subset of X, such that,

for all j e J and g g G , one has gAitjX) = 0 a.e. [k] on W. Even a single

j e J would suffice. Let dp = lwdk. Namely, using (6.1) and the fact that

G is (Yj, k )-determining, the latter property implies that itjP = 0, therefore,

k(W) = p(X) = (nJp)(Y]) = 0.

6.21. Remark. Still assuming Condition L, the precise choice of the deter-

mining set G for (Y.,A,) in (6.20) (one for each j e J) is irrelevant.

Note that condition (6.19) requires precisely that G* = span G be weakly

dense in Ll(Y-, k.), a rather weak condition. One example would be the set

Gj = L](Yj, kj) of all k-integrable gj-. Yy. —► R. In this case, Gn contains,

for each j e J , a function fi* > 0 of the form fi+(x) = gj(n.x). If k is finite

one could also choose G = L°°(Yj, kf . Another example is the class G of all

(bounded) indicator functions lB of subsets 5 of Y suchthat k (2?.) < oo .

In the latter example, one could even restrict 5. to a fixed collection of subsets

of y of finite A -measure, provided the latter generates the cr-field associated

with Yj and, moreover, is invariant under finite intersections. If Y = R'"

and kj is locally finite it would be sufficient to let Bj be any compact interval

parallel to the coordinate axes.

6.22. Richness. We will say that the measure space (Y, k) is strongly rich

relative to the given set of mappings 7r = {n. ; j e J} if the following is true.

Namely, we want, for each subset D of Y with 0 < k(D) < oo, that there

exists a nonzero bounded function 0 : X —> R supported by D, such that the

signed measure dn = 8 dk has all its marginals n 7/   (j e J) equal to zero.

For any 1 < k < oo, we will say that (Y, k) is k-rich (relative to n) if

and only if, for any qb e MQ, not of the special form 0 = ls with S as a

set of 7t-uniqueness, there exist at least k distinct subsets F of Y such that

lT G M00(qb), equivalently, such that lTdk has the same rc-marginals as qbdk.

As an equivalent definition, (see the first remark in 5.2), in order that (X, k) be

/c-rich (relative to 7t) it is necessary and sufficient that the set M00(qb) contains

at least k distinct indicator functions, for each choice of the nonindicator

function 0 G MQ .
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Assuming Condition L and using (6.19), one easily verifies that (Y, X) is

strongly rich relative to n if and only if (X, k, Gn) is strongly rich (in the

sense of Definition 5.5), if and only if (X, k, Ff is strongly rich. Similarly,

if Condition L holds then MQQ(qb) = MfqA) for all qb e AM0, hence, for any

1 < k < oo, (X, k) is /c-rich relative to n if and only if (X, k, G ) is /c-rich

if and only if (X, k, Ff is /c-rich.

6.23. Theorem. Suppose that (X, k) is strongly rich relative to n. Then

(X, k) is nonatomic and, moreover, oo-rich relative to n. In particular, each

n-uniqueness function qb e AMQ must be an indicator function qb = ls .

6.24. Proof. First consider the situation that Condition L is satisfied, (as is

true when k is finite). Then the different richness properties relative to n are

equivalent to the corresponding richness property relative to (X, k, Gf). From

Remark 5.8, since (X, k, Gf is both regular and strongly rich, it follows that

(Y, k) is nonatomic. Since each / G Gn is A-integrable, Theorem 5.15 now

implies that (X , k, Gf is oo-rich.

We now consider the general case. Since (X, k) is cr-finite, one can write Y

as the union of at most countably many disjoint sets Xr satisfying 0 < k(Xr) <

oo. Let kr and nr be the restriction of k and n = {n- ; j e J} to Xr. It

is obvious that (Xr, kr) is strongly rich relative to n . From what we proved

already, it follows that (Xr, kr) is nonatomic and, moreover, oo-rich relative

to n .

Let 0 G M0 be a fixed nonindicator function. We must prove that AMQ0(qb)

contains infinitely many indicator functions. Let qbr = 01 v be the restriction

of qb: X —> [0, 1] to Xr. For each r, since (Xr,kf is oo-rich relative to

n , we have that either 0 is an indicator function already or else there exist

infinitely different indicator functions y/r supported by Xr, such that y/r dk has

the same projections as qbr dk relative to nr, and, thus, relative to n . It follows

that there are infinitely many different indicator functions y/: X —> {0, 1} such

that y/ dk has the same projections as dpt¡) = qbdk relative to n , which is the

desired result. Note that we are not excluding the possibility that some or all

of the marginals it¡p¿ fail to be cr-finite.

6.25. Factorizations. For each j e J, let o : Yj —> Z be a (measurable) map

with domain F and put t = cr 77 , thus, x. : Y —> Z . Let o = {o} ; j e J}

and t = {t . ; j e J) . We will say that the system x is derived from the system

n. It is useful to visualize the systems n , o , and x also as maps n : X* —<• Y* ;

o: Y* —» Z* , and x: X* —> Z* , with X* ; Y* or Z* , respectively, as the

disjoint union of the Y = Y ; Y or Z (j G J), respectively. This map x is

precisely the composition x = on of the maps a and n .

Let us denote the set Moo(0), interpreted relative to the system of projections

n or x, respectively, as M (qb) or M (qb), respectively. An important property

is that Mfqb) D Mfqb), for all qb e AM0. In fact, let y/ G MJqb), that is,
yi dk has the same 7r-projections as qbdk.  But then they also have the same
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T-projections, hence, y/ e MT(qb). In particular, Mfqb) = {qb} implies Mfqb) =

In other words, if 0 G MQ is a t-uniqueness function then 0 is also a n-

uniqueness function. As a simpler proof, let qb e MQ and dp = qbdk and

suppose one knows all the images v = n}p (j G J). Then one also knows

all the images t // = ct«v (j e J) and thus p itself, as soon as 0 is a x-

uniqueness function. The following is a result in the opposite direction.

6.26. Theorem. Let x = on be any system of projections which can be derived

from n as above.

(i) If (X, k) is strongly rich relative to n then it is also strongly rich relative

to x.

(ii) For any fixed 1 < k < oo, if (X, k) is k-rich relative to n, (as defined

in 6.22), then (X, k) is also k-rich relative to x.

6.27. Proof. As to (i), simply note that if a measure drj = 0 dk on X is such

that njt] vanishes, for all j e J, then also t w = afn •«) vanishes, for all

j e J. As to (ii), let 0 G M0 be a nonindicator function and let Mfqb) and

Mfqb) be as above. It is given that Mfqb) contains at least k distinct indicator

functions, and we want to establish this same property for AMfqb). But this is

obvious since Mfqb) d Mfqb).

6.28. Application. Here, we take Y = R" with n > 2 , supplied with a nonzero

cr-finite reference measure k which is absolutely continuous relative to n-

dimensional Lebesgue measure rnfdx) = dx . Equivalently, k(dx) = q(x)dx ,

with q: Rn —» R as any fixed nonzero function, such that 0 < q(x) < oo. If

q(x) is supported by a subset B of R" , (<?(x) = 0 if x £ B ; e.g., q = lB)

then, for all practical purposes, one is in the case X = B .

We further choose n = {n. ; j G J} as a finite collection n = {nx, ... , nN}

of central projections in R". Here, the central projection n} is essentially

determined by its center F . As to the function 7t : R" —» Y , one may choose

y as any fixed hyperplane R" not containing the point F . The precise choice

of Yj is irrelevant. In fact, whatever the choice of Y , we heve for each

0 G MQ that the n -projection v. = nM of the measure dp = qbdk on R" is

fully determined by the associated function

/oo
<p(Pj + tz)qiPj + tz) dt,  thus, hj ipz) = hj (z) / \p\

-oo

(x G R", p G R). We will also allow one or more centers P. to be points at

infinity in which case 7t is to be interpreted as a parallel projection along lines

of direction P.. One may choose Y as any fixed hyperplane in R" not parallel

to F . For such a parallel projection, (6.29) is to be replaced by

/oo
(f>iz + tWj)qiz + tWj)dt       (zeR"),

-oo
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with Wj as a fixed nonzero vector in R" having direction P.. Note that //(z)

is constant along lines of direction F . The following result was established in

[5, 12].

6.31. Theorem. Choose X = R" and k{dx) = qix)dx. Then {X, k) is

strongly rich relative to any finite system n = {nx, ... , nN} of central pro-

jections in Rn.

6.32. Theorem. Let X = R" and kidx) = qix)dx. One has from Theo-

rems 6.26 and 6.31 that (Y, k) is strongly rich relative to any system x =

{xx, ... , xN} of projections which can be derived (as in 6.25) from a finite sys-

tem n = {nx, ... , nN} ofi central projections in Rn . This includes each system

x consisting of finitely linear maps x j : Rn —> Zj , where Zj is a linear space

such that dim Z. < n - 1.

It follows from Theorem 6.23 that (Y, k) is also oo-rich relative to any such

n or x. In particular, each n-uniqueness function is an indicator function.

Moreover, if 0 < qb < 1 is not a n-uniqueness function then there exist infinitely

many distinct indicator functions ls suchthat lseM00iqb); that is, lsdk has

the same n-projections as qbdk. Similarly when n is replaced by any derived

system x.

6.33. The classical case. By the way, the above results do not carry over to a

countable system n of central projections. For instance, consider a nonindicator

function 0 < 0 < 1 on R of compact support and let k = m2. Since the

Fourier transform of qb is an entire function, one easily sees that the measure

dp^ = qbdk is uniquely determined by {itjP^ ; j = 1,2,...} with n = {n. ;

j = 1, 2, ...} as any fixed system consisting of countably many distinct parallel

projections in R .In particular, the corresponding set Mmiqb) does not contain

any indicator function. That is, there exists no measure of the form dps = lsdk

such that nms = re./z,, for all j .

Consider now the so-called classical case where X = R" (n > 2) and dk =

qdx are as above while x = {xx , ... , xf¡ with x.: R" —* R as the ('one-

dimensional') linear map x x = x , which maps x = (x,, ... , xf) € R" to its

jih coordinate ( / = 1 , ... , n). This system x has all the indicted properties.

Presently, we have for each qb e M0 that

(6.34)

Fn (0)* = |/(x) = *,(*,) + •■• + gfxf: j  \gjiXj)\(f)ix)qix)dx < oo j

ij = I, ... , n). An open and difficult problem is to describe the structure of all

sets S of uniqueness. The only known way of constructing a set of uniqueness

is in the form of an additive set or generalized additive set, (or a certain even

more general sets where the construction in 3.10 is extended to any denumerable

ordinal number, see [11] for details).

6.35. The following comments all refer to the classical case above. Much more

can be said when n = 2 and q = 1  thus k = m2. Namely, it turns out that
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then a subset S of R2 satisfying A(S) < oo is a set of uniqueness if and only if it

is additive, that is, of the form gx (x, ) - gfx2) > 0, (up to a set of m2-measure

zero). This important result is due to Fishburn et al. [3], and Kuba and Volcic

[16, 18], each making an essential use of results due to Lorentz [17].

We conclude that, in the latter n = 2 case, each special generalized additive

set S as in (6.11) satisfying A(S') < oo must already be additive. This seems

to be related to the fact that the functions fi G FfS)* in (6.11) are far from

unique when n = 2. After all, fix) = gfxf) - gfxf > 0 is equivalent to

Qisixf)) - 8igfx2)) > 0, for each choice of the strictly increasing function

0 : R —► R. More general results for the classical case n = 2 will be presented

in a subsequent paper, where we allow for an arbitrary function qix) and the

possibility that A(5) = oo .

The analogous result is false for the classical case with n > 3 . More precisely,

if n > 3 then there exists [11] a special l-additive set S, (that is, a set of the

form (6.11) with s = 1 and A(Z) = 0), which is not additive, (see 3.23 and

3.24 for related remarks).

In more detail, let n = 3 for simplicity and consider K = [0, 2) x [0, 2) x

[0, 1), a bounded subset of R . Choose q = lK, that is, k is a Lebesgue

measure m3 restricted to K , thus, one is essentially in the case X = K . Further

choose S as the set of all x e K such that either fifx) > 0 or fifx) = 0 and

/,(x) > 0, where

/0(x) = 0 (x,) + 0 (x2)    and   /, (x) = x,+x2+x3 - 2.

Here 0(w) = 0 for 0 < u < 1 and 0(w) = 3/2- u for 1 < u < 2 . In particular,

A(Z) = 0 with Z as in (6.12) and s = 1 . The resulting special l-additive set 5

is the union of a prism, a tetrahedron and two rectangular blocks. Much more

general pairs f0 , fix work equally well. The only problem here is to prove that

the latter set S is not additive. This is done [11] by showing that there does

not exist any triplet of measurable functions hx , h2, h3, such that, for almost

all x e K, one has Y_V A(x) > 0 if and only if x g S.

6.36. Optimization. Let (Y, k, Gf) be as above, thus Gn is determined as

in (6.20) by a given system n of projections n.: X —► y ij e J) which is

assumed to satisfy Condition L, see 6.16. In particular, (Y, k, Gn) is regular

and, moreover, each fi eGn is A-integrable.

Let further h: X -* R be a given A-integrable function. Quite a common

problem (see [6, Appendix; 8, 9, and 10]) is the study of sup j'hdp , when p

can be any measure on X satisfying p < k and having preassigned marginals

vj = njP ij e J). If the supremum is achieved by dp = qbdk (with qb e Mf)

we will say that qb is optimal.

Here, we are exactly in the setting of 5.23 but with F replaced by Gn . It

follows that optimal functions qb always exist. One also would like to know

whether some optimal qb is an indicator function and to what extent 0 is

unique.
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Suppose that (Y, k, Gf is strongly rich (and thus nonatomic). This as-

sumption is satisfied, for instance, for the example in 6.28 (see Theorem 6.31)

and, hence, for the classical case as described in 6.33. Then it follows from the

remarks in 5.23 that either there is only one optimal function, necessarily an

indicator function, or else there exist infinitely many indicator functions each

of which is an optimal function.
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